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Introduction

There is a critical need to develop new imaging technologies which bridge the gap between our rapidly developing fundamental molecular understanding of breast carcinogenesis and our ability to rationally harness this understanding to develop more effective diagnostic and treatment strategies. Bridging that gap requires developing new tools which can rapidly detect, diagnose, and at times, intervene in the disease process based on recognition of specific molecular signatures of breast cancer in vivo. In this project, we focus on the development of photonics-based imaging technologies (SOW, Project 1 and Project 2) and complementary nanoscale molecular-targeted imaging agents for detection and monitoring applications (SOW, Project 3) in order to provide a new approach to molecular imaging of breast cancer. Medical imaging plays a prominent role in all aspects of the screening, detection, and management of breast cancer today. A variety of imaging methods including screening and diagnostic x-ray mammography and resonance imaging (MRI) are currently used to evaluate and monitor breast lesions. Although existing imaging technologies provide a useful approach to delineating the extent of tumors, these methods offer only low resolution, non-specific issues of tissue and cannot provide a detailed picture of the molecular profile of a tumor. In addition, techniques such as x-ray imaging and MRI are not able to detect small early cancers or pre-cancerous breast lesions and are difficult to use in settings such as the operating room where near real-time dynamic images are required. Thus, there is a substantial clinical need for novel imaging methods for the detection and monitoring of breast cancers which offer improved sensitivity, specificity, portability, and cost-effectiveness. In this project we develop portable optical technologies which promise high resolution, noninvasive functional imaging of tissue at competitive costs. Optical approaches can detect a broad range of morphological, biochemical, and architectural tissue features directly relevant to characterizing breast lesions including sub-cellular physical parameters such as nuclear size and nuclear to cytoplasm (N/C) ratios and biochemical indicators such as hemoglobin concentration, metabolic rate, and collagen cross-linking levels. To make these technologies even more powerful we are expanding the current capabilities of photonics-based imaging approaches with the additional capacity to quantitatively and dynamically detect molecular markers of breast cancer in vivo without tissue removal or directly after removal in a surgical environment (SOW, Project 3). While initial work focused on agents best classified as pure imaging agents (quantum dots, nanorods, and other gold based materials), a particular focus during the final year of the award will be on gold-based agents also incorporating therapeutic functionalities through delivery of peptides, oligonucleotides, or drugs. We have now completed five years of effort on this project. The SOW has been modified once to reflect revised goals at the time of a major change in the project directions (discontinuation of radiation project (SOW, Project 4) and replacement with macroscopic imaging project (SOW, Project 2)). More minor changes including the particular nanomaterials worked with (shift from high aspect nanorods to spherical materials for the gold work and additional biomolecule attachments beyond antibodies) have been described in the annual reports. In addition, an exempt protocol was approved by Rice University’s IRB and DoD for acquisition of human breast cancer tissue specimens so that work could extend beyond the cell level studies originally proposed.
To briefly review the overall structure of our project, we originally proposed three areas of work: development of a needle compatible imaging system for high resolution breast cancer imaging applications, development of nanoengineered molecular imaging agents for breast cancer, and development of nanotechnology based methods for more accurately monitoring delivered radiation. The radiation project was ultimately stopped when it became evident the approach was not clinically viable given the level of radiation needed to detect a signal. When this project was ended, a new project building a macroscopic imaging system to complement the microscopic imaging system under development was added. The SOW was formally revised via DoD to reflect this major change. More minor changes have been adjustments in the specific nanomaterials used for Project 3 as synthesis techniques have advanced over the course of award and the gradual use of a broader range of bioconjugates (peptides, oligonucleotides, glucose, and dendrimers in addition to antibodies). These changes are described in the annual reports.

We begin this year’s report with a relatively extensive background section not included in prior year reports. We do this largely to provide literature background regarding why we believe using molecular markers for tumor margin identification, one of the areas we have investigated most heavily through our Era of Hope project, is an important and viable approach. The literature review summarizes current knowledge in the area including a number of new papers from 2011 and 2012 providing additional support for exploring the use of molecular indicators in this area. The new data section begins on approximately page 21. As was the case for Year 4, we integrate the description of our imaging and contrast agent development efforts in the report which follows. While prior year reports on the imaging development focused largely on Project 1 (needle-based high resolution microscopic imaging), over the past year we have worked predominantly on the final generation of the macroscopic imaging system for tumor margins (Project 2) and focus our description on that work. For a more complete technical description of our work, please see the copy of a paper currently under review in J. of Oncology provided in the appendix. In our technical description, rather than repeating the content of this paper, we focus in much more detail than that provided in the paper on the specific question of how we have verified that the macroscopic images we are generating are what we believe them to be (that is, that we are in fact visualizing signal generated from specifically bound anti-HER2 gold nanoparticles.) After providing the technical description of that work, we move on to describing the final macroscopic optical imaging device being developed in this project – an inexpensive handheld instrument we believe will be useful for applications such as tumor margin imaging. In prior years, we described a somewhat more expensive stationary macroscopic imaging instrument useful for whole breast imaging applications while this newer instrument is designed for applications needing a small hand held device. Finally, we describe recent work in development of nanoparticle based imaging agents for breast cancer. In this year’s report we focus on a continuation of the effort described in last year’s report towards development of glucose conjugated gold nanoparticles. This work has been motivated by suggestions at prior LINKS meetings to expand our imaging agents beyond HER2. Also, on the basis of LINKS and Era of Hope meeting suggestions we have initiated efforts at pursuing gold nanoparticle based breast cancer theranostic opportunities beyond the pure photothermal applications already reported on. The final year of the award will focus highly in this area.
Part I: Macroscopic Tissue Level Assessment of Nanoengineered Imaging Agents (Project 2/3)

Introduction

In the United States (U.S.) in 2011, there were approximately 230,480 new cases of breast cancer and nearly 39,250 deaths from breast cancer (DeSantis et al. 2011). Nationally, breast cancer mortality rates have been in decline from the 1990s (2.2% per year), whereas incidence rates have been increasing. This increase is thought to be a result of the increase in the number of mammograms that has come about in the U.S (DeSantis et al. 2011).

Ninety-five percent of breast cancers are classified as adenocarcinomas; the other classifications include: squamous cell carcinomas, phyllodes tumors, sarcomas, and lymphomas (Lester 2004). There are two divisions of carcinomas: in situ and invasive. In situ indicates that the cancerous cells have not broken through the ducts or lobules in which the cancer has originated, and the cells are still limited by the basement membrane. Ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) is seen approximately four times more frequently (80% vs. 20%) than lobular carcinoma in situ. In situ incidences have increased recently due to technology improvements and the increased number of mammograms due to increased breast cancer awareness (DeSantis et al. 2011; Lester 2004; Nguyen et al. 2009; Atkins et al. 2012). Even though in situ carcinomas have not spread beyond the duct or lobule of origin, they can still be very dangerous because the malignant cells can spread throughout the entire duct or lobule and take up a very large volume in the breast (Lester 2004).

There are six types of invasive carcinoma, about eighty percent of all invasive carcinomas are deemed no special type (NST), also known as invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC), which can not be classified as a specific subtype (Lester 2004). These cancers have a wide variety of protein and gene expression, and there have been recent studies that have looked to classify these cancers more specifically by their expression profiles so that more specific prognoses and treatments can be accomplished. These will be explored later in the manuscript. Invasive lobular carcinoma (ILC) is the second most common breast adenocarcinoma, occurring at a rate of ten percent of all invasive carcinomas. ILC requires a different type of treatment and monitoring regimen. First ILC metastasizes to different organs than other breast cancers (Lester 2004), such as the GI tract, ovaries, and uterus. Additionally, chemotherapeutic treatment of ILC is difficult to monitor using Positron Emission Tomography and Computed Tomography scans.
(PET/CT) because detectors have more difficult time detecting the radioactive isotopes that target the malignant tissue (Schelling et al. 2000; Norbert Avril et al. 2001; Groheux et al. 2011; Chung et al. 2006), which may be due to the differences in cell densities between the cell types and their respective infiltration into surrounding tissues (N Avril et al. 2000; Lim et al. 2007).

Other breast adenocarcinomas include tubular carcinoma, which accounts for six percent of invasive carcinomas and ten percent of cancers less than one cm. Ninety-five percent of these cancers will express hormone receptors and they are well-differentiated (Lester 2004). Medullary carcinoma occurs in approximately two percent of invasive carcinomas. It is characterized by high nuclear grade and proliferation rates, yet despite these factors, it still has a higher prognosis than IDC. Invasive mucinous carcinoma also occurs in about two percent of invasive carcinoma and grows slowly over the course of years. It is very soft and looks like gray-blue gelatin. Two other invasive carcinomas include invasive papillary carcinoma and metaplastic carcinoma. These cases are both very rare, less than one percent of all invasive breast cancer; disease heterogeneity and rarity makes it difficult for physicians to institute patients’ prognoses for these types of cancers.

There are also rare cases of stromal tumors in the breast that includes benign fibroadenomas, sarcomas, and phyllodes tumors. Fibroadenomas is the most common of benign tumors and is often presented as a palpable mass, which allows for patients to discover them with a self-examination. Phyllodes tumors originate in intra-lobular stroma that are palpable, but are rarely detected in mammography (Lester 2004). Most phyllodes tumors are benign, but those that are more aggressive have been shown to over-express epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), a receptor whose overexpression correlates with cell proliferation (Tse et al. 2009). Sarcomas of the breast are very rare that present as large masses. One area of concern for physicians is that there is a slight risk of angiosarcoma formation (0.3-4%) in the breast after a patient receives radiation therapy to treat the primary breast cancer (Lester 2004).

As mentioned previously, there have been studies to classify all breast carcinomas by receptor phenotype that are geared towards helping physicians determine treatment options and prognosis for patients (Lowery et al. 2011; Tamimi et al. 2008). Cell types have been broken into three main subtypes based on protein expression: luminal, HER2 overexpressing (HER2+), and basal-like. Luminal tumors are characterized by the expression of hormone receptors progesterone and estrogen (ER+/PR+) (Lowery et al. 2011; Tamimi et al. 2008). Tamimi further
differentiates the luminal subtype into luminal A&B depending on the overexpression of HER2 on the surface. HER2+ cells are classified as hormone receptor negative, but the HER2 receptor is over-expressed. Finally, basal-like cells are negative for all three receptors, and are also known as triple-negative cancers (TN). Luminal tumors have been targeted with an anti-estrogen drug, Tamoxifen, that has demonstrated success in lowering recurrence and increasing long-term survival of patients that are ER+ (Shao and Brown 2004). However, tamoxifen treatment can cause endometrial cancer and cells will develop tamoxifen resistance (Shao and Brown 2004). Additionally, ER+ patients can receive oophorectomy, to remove sources of estrogen from the body. These two treatments have been recommended for combinatorial use to remove malignant tissue and lower the chances of recurrence and metastasis (Rodríguez Lajusticia, Martín Jiménez, and López-Tarruella Cobo 2008). HER2+ cancers over-express the growth factor receptor ErbB2 (Wang et al. 2011). Breast cancers of this molecular phenotype will be discussed in greater detail in a later section. TN cancers are of major concern for physicians and patients because the lack of receptors on the surface do not allow for targeted therapy that is seen with the other two subtypes of cancer (Duffy, McGowan, and Crown 2012). Lowery et al. showed that TN patients were more than likely to have a recurrence of cancer when compared to the luminal type cancers (Lowery et al. 2011). This is a result of a lack of a properly targeted therapeutic that physicians can use to treat the tumors.

There are three major treatment methods for breast cancer patients: chemotherapy, radiation therapy, and surgery. Chemotherapy involves the administration of agents to the body that will cause damage to the malignant cells. However, these compounds are also toxic to healthy cells in the body, so physicians have to balance the drugs’ potential health benefits with the overall health of the patient. Chemotherapeutics can be administered pre-surgery (neoadjuvant) to reduce tumor volume before patients undergo surgery (Kaufmann et al. 2006; Margenthaler 2011). They can also be administered after surgery to control tumor recurrence and metastasis. The two main types of chemotherapeutic agents are small molecule therapeutic agents and biologically specific targets (J. H. Lee and Nan 2012).

Small molecule agents include anthracyclines and taxanes. Anthracyclines’ mechanisms of therapy include inhibiting DNA synthesis and creating free radicals in the cells that attack DNA (J. H. Lee and Nan 2012). Studies have shown that using multiple anthracyclines in combination raises the efficacy of the drugs (Jassem et al. 2001), but there is cardiotoxicity
associated with anthracyclines that limits the amount that can be administered to the patient (Livi et al. 2009). Taxanes, which include the drug paclitaxel, disrupt microtubule formation and function to disrupt mitosis. Because taxanes and anthracyclines have different mechanisms (and therefore different mechanisms of toxicity to healthy cells), combination of these therapies has proven an effective method of prolonging survival of patients (Bria et al. 2005).

Biologically specific agents are targeted at specific receptors on the surface of cancers such as ER, PR, and HER2. VEGFR (vascular endothelial growth factor receptor) is another important surface receptor in tumor health because it stimulates angiogenesis and vasculogenesis that build blood vessels specifically for the tumor when bound with VEGF (J. H. Lee and Nan 2012). Bevacizumab is an anti-VEGFR (VEGF receptor) antibody that competitively inhibits VEGF binding and prohibits vessel formation for the tumor area. As a single therapeutic, there is a very low response (9.6%) (Cobleigh et al. 2003), but when boosted with an anthracycline, the time to disease progression in head and neck cancers more than doubles (Baselga et al. 2005). The combination of these drugs can also be used to lower toxicity of the small molecule drug. Cameron et al. showed that lapatinib (an anti-HER2 antibody) in combination with the anthracycline capecitabine raised survival time by 11 weeks in comparison to patients treated with capecitabine alone (Cameron et al. 2010). Chemotherapeutics play an important role in patients’ treatment plan and have great uses both pre and post surgery. However, cytotoxicity issues will always arise with drugs because they inhibit both healthy and diseased tissue.

Whole breast radiation therapy has been used for decades as a conjunction to breast conservation therapy and has reduced the rate of recurrence and increased long-term survival of patients (Clarke et al. 2005; Vinh-Hung and Verschraegen 2004). However, it delivers a large amount of ionizing radiation to the breast that is dangerous and has potential long-term harmful effects. A newer technology is accelerated partial breast irradiation (APBI) that treats a smaller volume of breast, just around the area of excision and does not expose the whole breast to ionizing radiation. However, one disadvantage is that areas of the breast with a multi-focal tumor will not receive enough radiation and could lead to an increase in tumor recurrence (Margenthaler 2011). There have been recent advancements to improve APBI. The first is interstitial multicatheter brachytherapy that places multiple catheters around the lumpectomy cavity and then delivers radiation through these catheters to localize radiation delivery. The patients can be given high or low radiation dosages, and 5-year recurrence rates ranged from 0-
Mammosite is very similar to interstitial multicatheter brachytherapy, but in place of multiple catheters, a single balloon catheter that is filled with saline and fills the entire tumor cavity. Radiation is delivered through this balloon twice a day. A 2008 study by Steward et al. showed a local recurrence rate of 3.8% and good cosmetic results (>90%) after a 60-month follow up. One potential downside of Mammosite is that tumors that are in the deep breast might be too close to the heart and deliver too high of a dose to the organ (Stewart et al. 2008). The final option for ABPI delivery is using a 3-dimensional external beam to treat the tumor cavity. This requires extensive planning and modeling to ensure maximized dosage delivery to the tumor cavity because there is no catheter to deliver the radiation. Multiple studies showed no local recurrence three years after treatment (L. J. Lee and Harris 2009; Vicini et al. 2003). There have been many promising developments in radiotherapy to the tumor cavity in the breast, even though whole breast therapy is still the standard therapy for BCT, APBI offers a new method of maintaining cosmesis and minimizing local recurrence.

Surgery still remains the primary method of removing the bulk of breast cancers. There are two main surgical methods, modified radical mastectomy (MRM) and breast conservation therapy (BCT). MRM involves removal total removal of the breast tissue (Yu et al. 2012) that lowers the chance of disease recurrence and removes the need for post-operative radiation therapy (Yu et al. 2012). However, one major downside of MRM is the removal of the full breast, which can be traumatic for the patient. BCT involves the surgeon removing the part of the breast with the malignant tissue and attempting to preserve as much of the breast as possible to maintain cosmesis for the patient. However, there is a higher chance of recurrence (Fisher et al. 2002; McGuire et al. 2009) with this procedure whose factors will be explored in further detail later on in this section. Because of the amount of local recurrences during BCT, surgeons sometimes have to remove larger volumes of breast tissue that has adverse effects on patient cosmesis. A new surgical specialty has developed in response to this problem, termed “oncoplastics,” which involves the use of volume replacement or reconstruction of the breast during the BCT after all malignant tissue has been removed (Margenthaler 2011). These are very difficult surgical procedures and are the source of some controversy because it is thought that surgeons who are skilled enough to perform the plastics aspect of the surgery do not have enough knowledge of cancer as breast cancer surgeons and vice versa (Audisio and Chagla 2007). Because of these complications Clough et al. developed a two-tier classification system (Clough
I&II) based on the percentage of tissue being removed from the breast (Clough I <20%) that helped surgical teams decide on specialty of the surgical procedure (Clough et al. 2010; Margenthaler 2011). Margenthaler defines Clough II surgeries as a surgery where two surgical specialists are present (breast and plastic) that work in tandem to complete the complicated procedure; these surgeries include radial excision lumpectomy, batwing mastopexy lumpectomy, and lumpectomy with concurrent reduction mammoplasty (Margenthaler 2011).

Technical advancements in breast cancer screening technologies have led to the detection of smaller and smaller cancerous lesions within the breast (Nguyen et al. 2009; Osborn et al. 2011). Due to the decreased size of the lesions, a higher amount of patients are opting to undergo BCT followed by radiotherapy than the more traditional MRM (Pleijhuis et al. 2009). Recent studies have shown that there is no difference in long-term survival rates for patients that undergo the respective treatments for early stage breast cancers (Veronesi et al. 2002; Fisher et al. 2002; Mahmood et al. 2012; Miles et al. 2012). While BCT is optimal for cosmesis because it preserves the original breast, many studies have shown that local recurrence occurs at a higher rate for patients receiving BCT, especially with younger patients (Beadle et al. 2009; Cabioglu et al. 2007; Tanis et al. 2012). Even though the rate of recurrence does not effect overall survival rate (Miles et al. 2012), patients must undergo re-excision and increased radiation dosage (Guidroz et al. 2011; Pleijhuis et al. 2009). Additionally, these patients undergo stress and psychological trauma that has an additive effect on the stress already seen with initial treatment (Mannell 2005; H.-C. Yang et al. 2008). Most importantly, local recurrences have been associated with increased rates of metastases in patients (Kreike et al. 2008; Voogd et al. 2005), which leads to an increased mortality rate.

Many retrospective studies have been conducted to determine the factors that lead to a local recurrence after therapy (Pleijhuis et al. 2009). These studies include patient age (Yildirim 2009; Komoike et al. 2006; Nottage et al. 2006; Cèfaro et al. 2006; Vargas et al. 2005), tumor size(Yildirim 2009; Cèfaro et al. 2006; Aziz et al. 2006), radiation treatment (Komoike et al. 2006; Nottage et al. 2006; Aziz et al. 2006), and lymph node status (Yildirim 2009; Gülben et al. 2007; Aziz et al. 2006) among many. Even though these studies found that these factors can be used as independent predictors of a local recurrence of breast cancer, tumor margin status is still thought of as the strongest predictor for recurrence (Karni et al. 2007; Ali et al. 2011; Houssami et al. 2010; Schwartz et al. 2006).
The tumor margin is the area around the edge of the resected tissue specimen of the patient. Tumor margin status refers to the question of whether or not there are microscopic cancer cells located at the edge of the excised tissue specimen; a positive status indicates microscopic disease, whereas negative indicates disease free tissue. It is generally thought that if there are cancerous cells on the edge of the tissue, then the patient has an increased chance of a local recurrence due to the increased chance of cancerous cells not being removed from the body (Houssami et al. 2010). However, this is where the consensus on margin status ends, and argument begins (Houssami et al. 2010). Many studies have argued and presented evidence as to what constitutes a proper negative margin for patients (Singletary 2002; Carlson et al. 2009; Zavagno et al. 2008; MacDonald and Taghian 2009; Luini et al. 2009). In particular, the argument over what is the proper distance from the edge of the tissue that must be disease free in order for the patient to have negative margins. For example, Zavagno used a distance of 3 mm whereas a panel led by Kauffman recommends that as long as there are no cells “touching ink” then the patient should be declared to have free margins, effectively a margin distance of 0 mm (Zavagno et al. 2008; Kaufmann et al. 2010). Additionally, some studies use a third diagnosis: a close margin. Close margins are defined as tissues that contain microscopic disease within the pre-determined margin width, but not at the edge of the tissue. This leads to the conclusion that it is very difficult to compare studies that use different indications of negative margins; however, it is still accepted the margin status (regardless of definition of distance) is still an important predictor of local recurrence.

The distance in margin status is important in BCT because surgeons are trying to strike a balance between treating the disease while also maintaining cosmesis for the patient. Studies have shown that having a more normal breast appearance has positive psychological effects for patients who have undergone breast cancer treatment (Rowland et al. 2000; Al-Ghazal, Fallowfield, and Blamey 2000; Chakravorty et al. 2012). Increasing margin width will add to the amount of excised tissue during surgery leading to a higher difficulty of maintaining cosmesis (Fentiman 2011) and perhaps leading to future psychological problems for a patient. In 2010, Houssami et al. performed a meta-analysis of 21 margin status studies to determine how well margin status and width correlated with local recurrence rates. The authors found that positive (or close) margins correlated positively with margin status and patients with a negative margin status had a lower rate of recurrence. However, the study also concluded that the increasing the
tumor margin width (ranges of different studies were 1-5) did not significantly lower the rate of recurrence, especially when they considered if the patient received a radiation therapy boost (Houssami et al. 2010). However, Houssami et al. did recommend that surgeons use at least a 1 mm margin width when determining margin status in contrast to the “touching the ink” method recommended by Kaufman (Kaufmann et al. 2010; Houssami et al. 2010).

Even though proper margin width is debatable throughout the medical community, the principle of removing as much diseased tissue as possible during surgery still holds paramount to reducing local recurrence. There are many ways that physicians can increase the amount of diseased tissue removed by obtaining information about the tumor preoperatively (Pleijhuis et al. 2009).

Pre-operative imaging includes mammography, which allows the surgeon to assess the borders and a palpable tumor before the procedure begins. Additionally, physicians can determine if there are micro calcifications in the breast, an indicator of possible DCIS presence (Cho et al. 2008). A recent study by Rauscher et al. discovered that mammography has a high sensitivity in cancerous detection (94%), however it is lacking in specificity (61%) due to the presence of islands of fibroglandular or fibrocystic tissue in the breast that are indistinguishable from malignant tissue (Rauscher et al. 2008; Ikeda et al. 2003). In some patients, ultrasound is used to supplement mammography findings because it provides better information on size and growth pattern of tumors (Pleijhuis et al. 2009). Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a newer technology that provides significant improvement in pre-operative imaging of cancerous tissue when compared to mammography and ultrasound (Van Goethem et al. 2007). MRI provides patients and physicians with extensive information, such as multifocality of the disease, that can help determine if a patient should even undergo BCT (Jacobs 2008). A study by Houssami et al. demonstrated that MRI helped detect additional cancer in 16% of patients, leading 1.1% of patients select a mastectomy over BCT (Houssami et al. 2008). Even though MRI can help direct patients away from a surgery in order to decrease the chance of local recurrence, its preoperative use does not have a significant impact on margin status or local recurrence (Solin et al. 2008; Pengel et al. 2009). This is probably due to there not being a means to provide an intra(peri)-operative MRI (Morrow and Freedman 2006).

Due to limitations of implementing pre-operative techniques intra-operatively and their minimal effect on overall margin status and local recurrence, methods of peri-operative tumor
localization have been developed to improve resection of tissue. For 20 years the standard for intra-operative localization was wire-guided localization (WGL). WGL involves placing a pre-operative procedure in which a wire is placed in the tumor under the guidance of ultrasound, X-ray, or mammography. The surgeon would then use the wire’s location during surgery to help extract diseased tissue. There were many problems with this procedure; firstly, the wire tended to move between procedure and surgery, the wire did not provide 3-dimensional information for the tumor (making edges of the tumor difficult to locate), and it was very uncomfortable for the patient (Pleijhuis et al. 2009; Kelly and Winslow 1996). Recent studies also demonstrate that WGL was ineffective, with 21-43% of patients diagnosed with positive margins (Thind et al. 2005; Burkholder et al. 2007; Medina-Franco et al. 2008) after surgeries implementing WGL. A newer technique is intra-operative ultrasound (IOUS) guided excision that uses ultrasound in the surgical suite to guide resection of both palpable and non-palpable tumors. Several studies have shown that positive margin rates for this technology range from 3 to 11% (Bennett, Greenslade, and Chiam 2005; Ngô et al. 2007; Rahusen et al. 2002; Moore et al. 2001), with Rahusen’s study directly comparing IOUS to WGL and showing a much better sensitivity (11% positive margins for IOUS compared to 45% for WGL) (Rahusen et al. 2002). However, IOUS cannot detect the micro-calcifications that are associated with ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) which limits the usefulness of the technique. X-ray radiography of the excised tissue is another intra-operative technique to improve patients’ margin status. However, this technique has very low sensitivity and is limited to detection of tumors without calcification (Huynh, Jarolimek, and Daye 1998). Cryoprobe-assisted localization (CAL) is another methodology that is helpful in resection of non-palpable tumors. An ultrasound helps guide a cryoprobe into the tumor, which then freezes the tumor into a detectable sphere that is easier to find and remove. Tafra et al. found that there was no significant difference between CAL and WGL in reducing the amount of positive margins or rates of re-excision; however, there was a significant reduction in excised tissue volume which improved cosmesis (Tafra et al. 2006). Even though these techniques have shown promise as an intra-operative technique for margin detection, each has its limitations and are still used as a supplement to surgery. They have also yet to replace the gold standard for peri-operative margin detection: intra-operative pathology.

Intra-operative pathology involves the use of an on-site pathological team that slices, stains, and analyzes the resected specimen while the patient is still under anesthesia. The
pathological team will stain the different edges of the tissue to give spatial orientation of the tissue so that the physician can tell the physical location of malignant tissue with regards to the edge of the resected specimen. The tissue or cells are then stained for hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) (Rusby et al. 2008). A pathologist then reads analyzes the samples and informs the surgeon where there is still microscopic disease present. The surgical team will then decide whether to proceed with a re-excision. Hematoxylin is a blue stain that stains DNA in the nucleus, and eosin is a pink dye that stains other cellular structures. There are two different methods of intra-operative pathology, frozen section analysis (FSA) and intra-operative touch prep cytology (IOPTC).

FSA involves freezing, slicing, staining, and a pathologist analyzing samples to determine the presence of malignant cells. The pathologist will work with the surgeon while the patient is under anesthesia, and the team of physicians will determine whether or not the surgeon needs to remove more tissue from the patient. This process adds an average of 30 minutes to each surgery (Riedl et al. 2009). While there is risk with holding the patient under anesthesia for an extended amount of time, the benefits outweigh the risks because this procedure decreases the chance that patients will have to undergo a second surgery (and subsequently go under more anesthesia) and increased radiation dosage. Since 1994, M.D. Anderson Cancer Center (MDACC), a leading cancer research institution, has been performing FSA during BCT. In a 2007 article published by Cabioglu et al., the authors evaluated the effectiveness of the FSA procedure at the institution and found that the overall accuracy of the procedure was 87.4% (Cabioglu et al. 2007). Studies by Camp, Riedl, and Olson showed that 24-27% of patients undergoing lumpectomy had additional tissue resected after FSA (Camp et al. 2005; Riedl et al. 2009; Olson et al. 2007) during the same surgery, however Camp and Riedl’s studies did not show an overall improvement in local recurrence (Riedl et al. 2009; Camp et al. 2005). Additionally, studies have shown that FSA has high specificity but a lower and more inconsistent sensitivity rate (Cabioglu et al. 2007; Cendán, Coco, and Copeland 2005; Olson et al. 2007). Pleijhuis et al. concludes that while FSA lowers the need for a second excision, it does not reliably improve negative margin rates (Pleijhuis et al. 2009).

IOPTC has been promoted as an alternative to FSA because of its speed, simplicity, and relative low cost (Creager et al. 2002; Bakhshandeh et al. 2007). Its process involves placing a glass slide at the edge of the tissue. Surface characteristics of the cancerous cells will allow them
to stick to the slide, whereas the benign mammary cells do not. The cancerous cells are then stained with using H&E, or other cellular stains (Valdes et al. 2007; D’Halluin et al. 2009), and margin status is determined. A study by Weinberg et al. showed that IOPTC significantly lowered recurrence rates (2.8% vs. 8.8%) when compared to all other margin assessment procedures (Weinberg et al. 2004); however this study did not take differentiate between patients who received intra-operative pathology or just had permanent analysis performed post-operatively. Additionally, IOPTC is good for determining if there are malignant cells on the edge of the tissue, but does not give any indication if there are cells within the margin width, and pathologists will not be able to tell if there are close margins (Pleijhuis et al. 2009; Cabioglu et al. 2007). Additionally, there may be scarring, cell damage, and artifacts on the edge of the resected tissue as a result of the cauterization that the surgeon has to perform when the specimen is removed (Singletary 2002).

While both FSA and IOPTC are promising techniques, they still have limitations. Firstly, they require an on-site pathological team consisting of technicians and a pathologist. This is not feasible in many community hospitals due to costs and number of physicians (currently, <5% of hospitals offer this service) (Bydlon et al. 2010). There is a vast unmet need for surgeons to be able to visualize tissue peri-operatively without the use of a full pathological team. While there has been success in developing technologies and techniques that help physicians determine margin status, there is always room for improvement. We are now going to look at some future techniques that have a wide range in stages of development, from taking part in clinical trials to still being developed on the bench-top.

One device that has been developed for use in a clinical setting is the MarginProbe™ from Dune Medical Devices. The device is a spectroscopy that measures the response of cells when interacting with broad range of radiofrequencies (Karni et al. 2007). The device has a detection volume of about 38.5 mm³ that uses an algorithm to compare signal reflected from tissue to previously recorded signal from tissue. It gives the surgeon a simple readout of negative or positive using this algorithm. The sensitivity of the device over a range of margin widths averaged 67% sensitivity and a specificity of 68% (Karni et al. 2007). Another study by Allweis et al. demonstrated that the MarginProbe™ was effective at lowering rates of a second surgery (12.6% to 18.6%) that was not statistically significant. Additionally, the volume of excised tissue for the device was higher than that of the control group, which may have skewed
the results in the device’s favor (Allweis et al. 2008). Even though the device is not as effective as other options, it does show that there is potential for development of an intra-operative tool for surgeons to use as a supplement to already existing technologies.

Positron Emission Tomography (PET) has been used for imaging malignant breast tissue for many years (Pons, Duch, and Fuster 2009; Schelling et al. 2000; Wahl et al. 1991), especially as noninvasive method of monitoring chemotherapeutic response (Kumar et al. 2009). PET uses a radio-labeled glucose analog \( ^{18}\text{F}-\text{FDG} \) that accumulates in areas of high metabolism, such as malignancies (Bos et al. 2002). PET has a high sensitivity value in detection of large lesions (>1 cm) (Minamimoto et al. 2007; Schelling et al. 2000; Kaida et al. 2008) but its specificity is low due to accumulation in non-malignant cells that are associated infection and inflammation (Gulec, Daghighian, and Essner 2006). In addition to the sensitivity and specificity concerns of PET, it originally was not a good candidate for intra-operative imaging because the device was large and not practical for a surgical suite. However, recent technological developments have enabled hand-held PET probes in colorectal (Strong et al. 2008), renal (Strong et al. 2008), ovarian (Cohn et al. 2008), and breast cancer (Hall et al. 2007). The handheld probes are a very nice proof of concept; however, for BCT implementation, there is still the issue that PET has trouble detecting lesions under 1 cm, and with recent screening technologies being able to detect lesions smaller than that, the handheld probe would not be very useful during BCT because it could not detect something below its resolution limit. Additionally, the use of a radio labeled tracer in the surgical suite not only has safety implications for the patient but for the entire surgical staff (Heckathorne, Dimock, and Dahlbom 2008), and repeated exposures may have long-term carcinogenic effects on surgeons.

Another radio labeled visualization technology is radio guided occult lesion localization (ROLL). This technology is described as a theranostic device that can both visualize and resect the desired tissue from the patient. ROLL is similar to WGL in that it uses a pre-operative procedure to inject a non-targeted radioisotope into the tumor. During the surgery, a handheld gamma probe locates the isotope in the tumor and guides excision. As with WGL, the placement of the isotope is paramount to maintain specificity and sensitivity. Studies have shown correct placement of the radiotracer in 95-100% of cases (Medina-Franco et al. 2008; Thind et al. 2005; Sarlos et al. 2009; De Cicco et al. 2002; Rampaul et al. 2004). This technique shows approximately the same clinical success as WGL, 20% of patients in the study by Sarlos et al.
had positive margins post-operatively (Sarlos et al. 2009) and surgeons were able to detect the lesions at a rate of 98%. Even though, ROLL achieved the same clinical results as WGL, it was found to be more comforting for the patients and an easier technique for surgeons to perform (Rampaul et al. 2004). Even though ROLL seems to be a healthy alternative to WGL, surgeons have yet to see an improvement in re-excision rates for this technique, which probably means that the limitations seen with both technologies are probably from the pre-operative placement and the imaging device used to implant the radiotracer or wire.

The next evolution of imaging breast cancer in the clinic is through the use of optical imaging with targeted contrast agents and autofluorescent signal of tissue. Currently, near-infrared fluorescence (NIRF) has shown strong development and progress as a clinically relevant breast cancer imaging modality (Pleijhuis et al. 2009); however, most clinically relevant trials have been limited to mapping sentinel lymph nodes with indocyanine green (ICG) (Tagaya et al. 2008; Sevick-Muraca et al. 2008; Ogasawara et al. 2008; Troyan et al. 2009) and not breast malignancies (Pleijhuis et al. 2011). NIRF is considered a strong candidate for optical imaging of breast cancer because it has resolution down to 10 μm, higher penetration depth than light in the visual range, and autofluorescence of molecules in this wavelength is reduced (Troyan et al. 2009; Pleijhuis et al. 2011; Pansare et al. 2012). Even though NIRF has shown great potential in cancer studies, it still is still limited to the use of contrast agents that must be injected into the patient, and there are still many cytotoxicity issues involved with the agents inside the patient, especially at the levels needed to differentiate tissue (Pansare et al. 2012). However, NIRF contrast agents can still be used on excised tissue which would allow physicians to use the contrast agents’ positive aspects while minimizing their negative impact. This possibility will be discussed in a different section.

Other imaging modalities use the endogenous signal differences between cancerous and non-cancerous tissue to attempt to differentiate tissues without contrast agents. These signal differences arise from a difference in oxygenation of blood, hemoglobin content, and cell density (Wilke et al. 2009; Tromberg et al. 2008). One of the most successful of these technologies is Diffuse Optical Imaging (DOI). DOI has been used to measure the absorption of a broad spectrum of NIR light that is directed into specimen. Due to the presence of absorbers such as deoxy-hemoglobin, hemoglobin, lipid, and water, light will propagate through a tissue in different time lengths. These lengths can be measured, and correlated to the presence of specific
absorbing molecules that characterize malignant or benign tissue (Tromberg and Cerussi 2010). This data can be combined with other imaging modalities such as mammography, and a quantitative 3-dimensional map of the breast can be created. Additionally, a study by Kurkredi et al. demonstrated tumor only spectra (650-1000 nm range) in 22 cancerous patients versus 43 normal patients (Kukreti et al. 2010). However, those studies were not used to study margin status and reconstructing an image intra-operatively would be very difficult. However, Wilke et al. developed a spectroscopic imaging device that measured β-carotene scattering coefficient in negative, close, and positive margins. The increased coefficient is due to decreased adipose tissue and higher cell density (Wilke et al. 2009). Though this study showed success, (identified 79% of positive tissues correctly), there was decreased accuracy with patients who received neoadjuvant therapy which affected physiologic and metabolic parameters that were used in their algorithm (Wilke et al. 2009); however, this device shows great potential for intra-operative margin assessment.

There are many technologies that have been developed to help physicians visualize diseased tissue intra-operatively. Whether it is through pre-operative procedures, radio-labeled tracers, or using endogenous tissue differences, there are many methods to delineate malignant tissue. As previously stated, less than 5% of BCT are completed with the use of intra-operative pathology assessment (Bydlon et al. 2010). With this in mind, the overall goal of this project has been to develop a method of differentiating malignant breast tissue that has the potential to be used in a portable, inexpensive, and rapid manner, with minimal processing performed on the tissue to maximize speed. Our aim is the construction of a system that can be used intra-operatively without the added cost and time of extra technicians or pathological staff. This system would enable the surgical team to take whole tissue at the margin area, add a targeted contrast agent, and visualize malignant tissue during surgery. Previous work has demonstrated the efficacy of using antibody targeted silica-gold nanoshells (NS) as a visual contrast agent in cells (L. Bickford, Sun, et al. 2008; L. Bickford, Chang, et al. 2008), tissue slices (L. R. Bickford et al. 2010), and even as a theragnostic (Carpin et al. 2011). These studies have demonstrated that the NS can be used in an efficient and rapid (<5 minutes) manner that can be differentiated using a variety of optical imaging techniques. However, these studies were performed on cell lines or tissues that needed to be sliced to obtain images. Tissue slicing requires an element of
time, equipment, and personnel that would add to the cost and complications of the surgical procedure.

Additionally, these studies were acquired with expensive imaging equipment, and with exception of the Bickford et al. study from 2010 that utilized a Lucid VivaScope 2500, images were acquired with modalities that do not readily translate to the clinic. There is still a vast unmet need to further research into developing methods of imaging whole tissue rapidly with a portable and inexpensive system used in conjunction with targeted contrast agents.

Our previous research has used silica-gold NS linked to the anti-HER2 antibody that attaches to HER2 on the surface of cells that over-express HER2. HER2 is an EGFR that is part of the ErbB family (Tse et al. 2009), a group of four tyrosine kinase receptors expressed on the surfaces of cells in various levels. When expressed in proper levels, the receptors have an important role in cell growth, proliferation, and differentiation; however, abnormal expression levels are apparent in malignancies of a variety of organs, not just breast, and lead to uncontrolled cell growth (Altintas et al. 2009). The other three receptors include HER3 and HER4, and the commonly known EGFR. The HER2 receptor is most commonly associated with breast cancer because it is found in 25% of all breast cancers and is thought to be a more aggressive subtype of cancer (Altintas et al. 2009; Laurinavicius et al. 2012; Vanden Bempt et al. 2008; Vranic et al. 2010) that is associated with worse clinical outcomes. Even though tumors that are HER2+ are considered to be a more dangerous subtype, the over-expression of the receptor has made its cells an easier target for targeted therapy using a monoclonal antibody against the receptor either trastuzumab (Purmonen et al. 2011; Smith et al. 2007) or lapatinib (Geyer et al. 2006; Gomez et al. 2008). This has also led to research in targeting the HER2 receptor for contrast agents, such as silica-gold NS (L. Bickford, Sun, et al. 2008; L. Bickford, Chang, et al. 2008; Carpin et al. 2011) that can help physicians visualize HER2 status in tissues and cells.

Visualization of growth factor receptors at the margin status could be more important for pathologists than previously thought. As mentioned previously, cells at the tumor margin are stained for H&E, and pathologists use these slides to determine disease extent and margin status. This helps the team of physicians determine the course of action for post-operative treatment of the patient. However, a recent study of oral squamous cell carcinoma by Vosoughhosseini et al. demonstrated that there were cells that over-expressed EGFR in the samples that were deemed to
be negative margins by normal H&E (Vosoughhosseini et al. 2012). This is very significant because patients who are declared cancer free, are, in fact, not, which is a possible explanation for local recurrence when patients are declared to have negative margins. Additionally, a false-negative leads to a different post-operative treatment regimen that could possibly allow the cancer to proliferate at a higher rate than if the proper diagnosis was made. Another growth factor, VEGF, has been studied as a possible marker of local recurrence, but there have only been three published studies, so conclusive evidence has yet to be established. Moran et al. found that in only a specific sub-group of patients with local relapse, was VEGF an independent indicator; however when performing multi-variate analysis with that same group, they were not able to reach statistical significance (Moran et al. 2011). Linderholm et al. found that VEGF status contributed to overall survival but did not mention VEGF as a predictor of local recurrence (Linderholm et al. 1999). A study by Manders et al. concluded that VEGF contributed to reducing the effectiveness of radiotherapy in patients with negative lymph node status (Manders et al. 2003). These studies show that physicians are delving deeper into receptor phenotype as indicators for all aspects of the treatment of breast cancer and that there is much to be gained from knowing these phenotypes.

Lowery et al. states that knowledge of the molecular phenotypes in breast cancer will not only help drive treatment decisions that will optimize patient care, but will offer valuable insight into prognosis (Lowery et al. 2011). There have been several recent reviews that have studied the relationship of tumor expression and results such as margin status and local recurrence (Tse et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2011; Miller et al. 2004). Ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) was of particular importance to these studies due to the increased incidence and smaller lesions that are a result of the improved screening technologies. Over-expression of HER2 occurs in up to 50% of lower grade DCIS; however, 50-100% of higher grade DCIS over-express the receptor (Altintas et al. 2009). Wang et al. found that patients that were ER-/PR- but HER2+ had a higher rate of recurrence than patients that were ER+/PR+ and HER2- (Wang et al. 2011). A 2004 study by Miller et al. states that in DCIS patients with HER2+ status it was much harder for surgeons to reach negative margins on patients with these characteristics than other types, including invasive carcinomas that were HER2+ (Miller et al. 2004). In 2011, Munirah et al. found that a higher percentage of HER2+ patients had positive lymph nodes (regardless of estrogen receptor status), indicating the aggressiveness of the subtype (Munirah et al. 2011); a 2006 study by Kim et al.
showed that HER2+ cancers were the most frequent subtype found in distant metastases (Kim et al. 2006).

Due to the increasing incidence of DCIS (Virnig et al. 2010; Sørum et al. 2010), the increased number of DCIS patients choosing BCT over mastectomy for DCIS (Altintas et al. 2009), the increased prevalence of HER2+ tissue in DCIS (Tamimi et al. 2008), and increased chances of local recurrence with HER2+ DCIS (de Roos et al. 2007; Provenzano et al. 2003) there needs to be a method not only for identifying cancerous tissue at the margins, but HER2+ cells at the margin during BCT for DCIS. As stated previously, Vosoughhosseini et al. demonstrated that normal H&E might not be good enough to identify all cancerous cells at the margin (Vosoughhosseini et al. 2012), and a method to identify HER2+ cells rapidly and intra-operatively gives physicians another tool to ensure negative margins are achieved during excision.

Our aim is to use these targeted contrast agents to differentiate tissue that over-expresses HER2+ tissue from HER2- tissue optically. An imaging system that combines proper optical settings with an agent with a strong signal, such as silica-gold NS, could be an invaluable tool for surgeons intra-operatively as they attempt to achieve negative margins that have been difficult to achieve in HER2+ cancers (Miller et al. 2004). As demonstrated with earlier research, our targeted nanoshells have shown great results in being able to differentiate individual HER2+ cells from noncancerous cells because an average of 1500 nanoshells were bound to each HER2+ cell (L. Bickford, Chang, et al. 2008). This is important because studies deem patients to be HER2+ when there is strong IHC staining in greater than 10 (Kim et al. 2006; Tamimi et al. 2008) – 20% (X. R. Yang et al. 2007) of the cells being examined. During an intra-operative procedure where cells will be visually detected, such a small percentage of cells might be difficult to detect optically using fluorescent markers. This is where the strong optical scattering properties of silica-gold NS offers vast potential for use as an intra-operative contrast agent. Proper excitation light that is tuned to the optical resonance of the NS can be used in conjunction with proper emission and imaging settings to detect the NS, which, in turn, leads to proper detection of HER2+ cells and tissue.

Work described in the paper included in the appendix (currently under review) has demonstrated the ability of the silica-gold NS to differentiate whole tissue sections that were HER2+ from HER2- sections. Additionally, we believed that the localization of the nanoshells
was confined to the surface of each tissue section using two-photon microscopy. In the section
that follows, we take these findings further and use hyperspectral darkfield imaging to confirm
the localization of the NS to the surface of the tissues. Additionally, we use the hyperspectral
imaging to demonstrate the spectral changes of HER2+ tissue with nanoshells versus tissue
without nanoshells to demonstrate the areas of nanoshell localization.

**Materials and Methods**

*Silica-gold Nanoshell Fabrication and Antibody Conjugation*

Silica-cores were synthesized as described in previous literature (Loo et al. 2004; Loo,
Hirsch, et al. 2005; Loo, Lowery, et al. 2005). Briefly, silica cores were fabricated following the
Stöber method (Stober, Fink, and Bohn 1968) whose surfaces were then terminated using amine
groups. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) determined that the average diameter of the cores was
276 nm. Gold colloid (1-3 nm diameter) was then functionalized to the surface of the silica cores
using the amine groups (Duff, Baiker, and Edwards 1993). Once the gold surface was formed,
UV-VIS spectrophotometry (Varian Carry 300) (Fig. 1) was used to determine the final diameter
and concentration of the particles in solution.

To determine concentration and size of the particles, the experimental absorption,
scattering, extinction coefficients were calculated using Mie theory. The experimental theory
was then compared to the spectra obtained with the spectrophotometer and final size was
determined to be 305 nm peak plasmon resonance of 796 nm. The final concentration of particles
was approximately was 1.25*10^9 particles/ml.

To target the NS against cells that over-express the HER2 receptor, an antibody against
HER2 was conjugated to the surface of the nanoshells using previously described methods (Loo
et al. 2004). An anti-HER2 antibody was conjugated to the surface via a heterobifunctionalized
polyethylene glycol orthopyridyl-disulfide-PEG-N-hydroxysuccinimide ester (OPSS-PEG-NHS)
(L. Bickford, Chang, et al. 2008). 450 μl of NS in solution was incubated with 0.6 μl of anti-
HER2-PEG solution for 2 hours at 4°C. Then, 2.0 μl of 1.0 mM PEG-SH was added to the
solution overnight (12-16 hours) at 4°C to coat the rest of the surface of the NS with PEG to
make the particle more biocompatible. Excess PEG-SH was then removed from solution by
centrifugation, and the solution was resuspended in a 37°C antibody diluent buffer to a final
solution of 165 μl. The nanoshells were now ready for incubation with resected tissue specimens.

*Ex vivo breast specimens*
Cancerous (HER2+ and HER2-) and normal breast tissue were acquired from the cooperative human tissue network (CHTN) under a institutional review board (IRB) approved protocol. Tumors were classified by both tumor type and receptor phenotype by a physician at the medical institution that provided the tissue prior to arrival in the laboratory. The tissues arrived pre-frozen in liquid nitrogen and were stored in a -80 upon arrival. They stayed in storage until sampling.

Tissues were thawed in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) at 37°C and then placed on a biopsy board where a 5 mm punch biopsy was taken to maintain consistency between samples. The biopsies were then stained with pathology ink to maintain orientation. The tissues were then incubated with the nanoshell/diluent cocktail for 5 minutes at 37°C under rotation. Samples were then rinsed in PBS 3X and placed in clean PBS prior to imaging.

After incubation, tissues were rapidly frozen in OCT media and prepared for slicing using a cryotome. 8 µm tissue slices were cut at -20°C and placed on slides to dry overnight. A coverslip was then placed on each tissue and the slides were placed under a Cytoviva™ darkfield microscope. A darkfield image of each tissue was then acquired using a Qimaging Exi blue CCD. After this image was acquired, a hyperspectral image of the same field of view (FOV) was acquired using the Cytoviva™ hyperspectral imaging camera. This image not only gave spatial information, but also provided spectral data for each pixel in the FOV. Spectral data of slices on and below the surface of normal tissue and HER2- and HER2+ cancerous tissue was acquired. The spectra of the illumination lamp was calibrated for each image by dividing each spectral data point by the normalized data point for the lamp spectra. The fields of view were then compared between multiple specimens (n=3 for each tissue type).

Results
Figure 1 displays the experimental (red) and theoretical (blue) UV-VIS absorption spectrum of silica-gold NS with a total diameter of 306 nm and a silica core diameter of 276 nm. Additionally, graphs display the plasmon resonance of the NS to be 796 nm. This is important for future experiments where we are designing an imaging system that will have optimized imaging settings for viewing silica-gold NS in excised tissue.

Figure 1. UV-VIS absorbance spectra of silica-gold NS with 276 nm silica-core diameter and a total diameter of 306 nm (red). The theoretical spectra as calculated by Mie Theory is displayed for comparison. Concentration of the particles in solution was calculated to be $1.25 \times 10^9$ particles/ml.

Figure 2 displays darkfield images of normal, HER2-, and HER2+ cancerous tissue taken with the Cytoviva hyperspectral imaging system taken on the same day and incubated with the same batch of nanoshell/antibody cocktail for 5 minutes at 37°C. 2(A) is the surface of normal mammary tissue after incubation, rinsing, and slicing in the cryotome. 2(B) displays the surface of HER2- malignant tissue (the blue ink is the pathological ink used for spatial orientation). 2(C) and 2(D) are from the same 5 mm punch biopsy of HER2+ tissue, but 2(C) represents the surface of the tissue and 2(D) represents a slice of tissue from approximately 24 μm below the surface of the same tissue. All of the tissues appear to be very different visually, but it is very difficult to visualize nanoshells on any of the tissues without the help of spectral data.
In previously submitted data, we had reported a localization of the nanoshells to the surface of the tissues. In Figure 3, the spectra of each of the FOV displayed in figure 2 are displayed. What is interesting is that the surface of the normal tissue and HER2- tissue seem to be more similar to the surface of the HER2+ than the HER2+ tissue below

![Figure 2. Darkfield images of (A) the surface of normal mammary tissue, (B) the surface of HER2- malignant tissue, (C) the surface of HER2+ tissue, and (D) 24 μm below the surface of the same tissue in 2(C). Scale bar in D represents 50 μm.](image-url)
Perhaps this is due to some non-specific binding of the nanoshells to the surface during the incubation period. Our previous data submitted (and currently in submission to a special issue “Molecular Imaging of Breast Cancer” in Journal of Oncology) showed that there were some instances of non-specific binding to the surface of these tissues after incubation, so this is not unexpected. However, there is a stark difference in scattering spectra of the surface of the HER2+ and the tissue below the surface (2C&D). Figure 4 is a side-by-side spectral comparison of the HER2+ tissue displayed in figure 2; additionally, spectra from HER2+ tissue without any nanoshells added is displayed as a negative control to show the similarity in spectra between tissue without nanoshells and the area below the surface of HER2+ tissue incubated with anti-HER2 silica-gold nanoshells. This demonstrates the localization of the NS to the surface of the tissue.

Figure 5 displays the spectra of the surface of three different HER2+ tissues after incubation with anti-HER2 NS and the negative control tissue spectra. Two of the specimens had very different spectra from the negative control, and surface 2 had a very similar spectra to the spectra of the negative control. One reason for this could be that there is low amount of nanoshell binding to the HER2 receptor. There were individual areas of nanoshells that were
localized in the hyperspectral image, but perhaps these areas were too small to make a significant contribution to the overall signal of the FOV.

![Scattering Spectra of HER2+ Tissue Incubated with Anti-HER2 Silica Gold Nanoshells](image)

**Figure 4.** Scattering spectra of different areas of different localized areas of the same tissue, in addition to a negative control tissue that was not incubated with silica-gold nanoshells. The surface of the HER2+ tissue shows a much different spectra than that of the tissue 24 μm below the surface of the tissue.

Figure 6 displays the FOV of the slide from surface 2. 6(A) demonstrates individual areas of the tissue that were sampled and showed a different spectra than that of the overall tissue (6(B)). However, the signal from these isolated areas were not enough to create a large difference in the overall spectra of the tissue. It is interesting to note that individual areas of silica-gold NS can be pictured, but due to the limited number of binding sites, they have a very small contribution to the overall signal.
Discussion

The data presented here verifies previous conclusions that anti-HER2 silica-gold nanoshells were limited to the surface of excised tissue. This is important information for physicians to be aware of because it allows them to understand the information that can be obtained using this technology. Additionally, for development of our intra-operative imaging device, we need to be able to confirm that signal from tissues is either from nanoshells, thus making knowledge of the localization of the nanoshells paramount.

Even though this technology has great potential for future clinical use, there are still some pitfalls that need to be addressed. First, there is always going to be intrinsic signal from the tissue that is going to contribute the signal collected. There are ways to control for this. For this experiment we used signal from tissue that had not been incubated with nanoshells for use as a comparison between tissues. This is not the most ideal method, but for this experimental set-up it was necessary. Future whole tissue experiments will attempt to use the same tissue as its own
control, so pre and post incubation data can be acquired from the same tissue and nanoshell effect can be measured with greater certainty.

Another result that is of some concern is from figure 5, which showed the spectra of “HER2+ surface 2” having a very similar spectra to that of the negative control. As stated

Figure 6. Darkfield image of HER2+ surface with areas of silica-gold NS pointed out with arrows. Spectral data of the individual NS spots shows different spectral data than the full FOV, showing local areas of NS. However, there was not sufficient binding of nanoshells to contribute to the signal of the full tissue changing.
earlier, for a breast cancer to be deemed HER2+, only 10-20% of its cells need to have a 2+/3+ score from a pathologist (Kim et al. 2006; Tamimi et al. 2008; X. R. Yang et al. 2007). This means that the tissue sampled for imaging had a low percentage of HER2+ cells that were bound with NS, meaning that there were less NS to contribute to the overall signal of the FOV. Figure 6 displays the tissue in question and the areas of localized nanoshells that had a different spectral shape than the overall FOV. However, there does not seem to be enough contribution from the NS to the overall signal of the tissue to change its spectral shape. This is important too for margin status because it would be ideal for physicians to visualize where the individual HER2+ cells are and further elucidate the areas of high concern that a surgeon might be able to focus on during the re-excision procedure. Additionally, this shows that there is great difference in tissues’ expression of HER2 in just one field of view, which means that areas that scan large volumes, (i.e., the MarginProbe™) might be obtaining inaccurate results due to the subtle tissue changes in a small area. This is a prime example of the heterogeneity of malignancies that all intra-operative margin technologies have to worry about and is one of the downsides of using receptor expression as a target for diagnostic imaging.

Conclusion

There are many elements that contribute to the discovery, treatment, and complete removal of breast cancer. The heterogeneity of the disease makes a difficult task even more treacherous. From tumor site to protein expression, each type of cancer has presents challenges to the team of physician trying to eradicate the disease. Our focus is on the development of a system that will help surgeons performing breast conserving therapy to remove as much diseased tissue as possible to decrease the chances of a patient having a recurrence of the disease. In this section, we used the over-expression of HER2+ cancerous cells in resected specimens to target an antibody targeted contrast agent that has strong optical properties in the NIR. We were able to confirm the location of these nanoshells to the surface of the tissues which gives valuable information as we move to the next section of our research development: the fabrication of a portable, intra-operative device that can visualize these targeted particles.

Part 2: Design and development of a portable, inexpensive macroscopic breast tissue imaging system (Project 2)

Introduction
There has been recent development in the field of optical imaging to develop low cost, portable imaging systems that use endogenous fluorescence of cancerous tissues as a screening tool for easy to reach areas such as the mouth, esophagus, and colon (Pierce et al. 2010; Pierce et al. 2011; Nadhi Thekkekk, Anandasabapathy, and Richards-Kortum 2011; Roblyer et al. 2009). Additionally, the use of contrast agents to differentiate breast cancer and lymph nodes has also been recently published for both in vivo and ex vivo tissue specimens (Langsner et al. 2011; Rosbach et al. 2010; H. Lee et al. 2011; Mieog et al. 2011; Aoyama et al. 2011; Sano et al. 2012); however, only the studies by Rosbach and Mieog used a system that was portable and could be readily translated to a clinical setting. However, both of these studies were performed on lymph nodes of the breast. Our goal in this section is to develop an inexpensive and portable imaging system that is optimized for multi-marker imaging. As discussed previously, breast cancers can express certain hormone or tyrosine kinase receptors (ER/PR or HER2) that have been used as targets for monoclonal antibodies as therapeutics. We aim to build a system that can image both estrogen and HER2 in resected specimens that over-express these receptors using targeted anti-HER2 gold silica NS that have shown great efficacy in differentiating HER2+ tissue slices (L. R. Bickford et al. 2010) and in whole tissue specimens using a stereoscope (submitted to J of Oncology). This optical imaging system will be built with off-the-shelf imaging components to minimize cost; additionally, the system will be assembled so that the components all will fit into a standard backpack for ease of transport. In this section, we will show preliminary results of tissue incubated with nanoshells (both targeted and non-specific) that have been acquired with the first design prototype revision and discuss future studies and methods to improve the device so that it can be ready to use in the clinic.

System Design

Our goal is to fabricate a system that can image multiple markers on excised tissue so that tissues that over-express these markers can be differentiated from tissue that does not express these surface markers. Because of our past experience targeting HER2 over-expression in multiple tissues with silica-gold NS, we decided to optimize our system to visualize the NS signal in the tissue. The other marker we chose to visualize is the estrogen receptor (ER). We choose to image this receptor because, like HER2, its expression leads to treatment with a monoclonal antibody, Tamoxifen. Additionally, as discussed earlier, HER2+ that express ER have a different clinical prognosis than ER- tumors. The ability to image two markers at once
might also have significant impact on issues with false-negatives because physicians will be searching for two specific markers, and not just one. If there are low expression levels of one marker, physicians might still be able to identify malignant tissue using the other marker.

In addition to targeting the anti-HER2 antibody with silica-gold NS that can be imaged in the IR, estrogen needs to be tagged with a fluorescent marker to visualize binding in the tissue, in this case we are planning to use fluorescein (FITC), which can be excited with light in the blue spectra (460-500) and be imaged in the green (500-560). The device needs to be able to acquire both visible and NIR light to display the contrast agents. Additionally, excitation light must be filtered so that there is no bleed through into the emission filter, skewing the image. Finally, the tissues must receive 360° illumination so that not only one side of the tissue receives illumination light and signal is only collected from one area of the tissue.

We have built a prototype that accounts for all of these design parameters. Firstly, a Canon 450D digital SLR camera with its internal IR filter removed was purchased for $1,095. Two sets of LEDs (light emitting diodes) that were centered on 780 nm and 488 nm wavelength light, respectively, were purchased for $4.40 each. Short pass (800 and 500 nm) excitation filters for each set of excitation LEDs at a price of $73 each. A lens to attach to the camera was purchased for $215.00. Finally, an emission filter was attached to the end of the lens that transmits green light (500-560 nm) and any light above 825 nm. The LEDs and filters were arranged around an imaging station (design in figure 7a), and the LEDs were placed in a circuit with proper resistances and an on-off switch. The camera with emission filter and lens was then placed above the imaging acquisition and images are acquired.

![Figure 7. Two-piece assembly of imaging system to image multiple cell markers in resected specimens. The camera is attached to the top and images are acquired.](image-url)
Materials and Methods

Anti-HER2 silica-gold nanoshells and tissues were prepared in the same method as stated in section 1. Pre-incubation images were taken of both tissues that were incubated with NS and the negative control. The tissues were then incubated with nanoshells for 5 minutes at 37°C and then rinsed 3X in PBS and stored in clean PBS until post-incubation images were acquired (<10 minutes after completion of incubation). All images were acquired with the same settings on the camera. The image acquisition settings include: an f-number of 5.6, exposure time 6 seconds, and a gain setting of 800. Images of tissues were collected side-by-side for comparison and individually. Additionally, different types of tissue that were incubated with NS were compared to determine if there was a higher signal from HER2+ than HER2- tissue.

Results

Figure 8 shows pre(A) and post(B) incubation images of HER2+ tissue from the same patient. 8(C) shows the average pixel intensity of the tissues and shows the difference between the tissues. 8(B) shows that the tissue incubated with nanoshells is much brighter than the negative control. However, the quantitative data is quite interesting in that the tissue incubated with nanoshells kept the same intensity while the negative control lost intensity. This could be due to the camera’s internal dynamic range normalizing the signal it is acquiring, or it could be due to a change in the intensity of the signal coming from the LEDs. For future experiments, an optical power meter will be placed in the same location of the imaging system to ensure that the signal being seen by the tissues is consistent.
Figure 9 shows HER2- cancerous tissue from the same day with pre (A) and post (B) images of tissue incubated with nanoshells and its own control. Even though the tissue incubated with NS has a much brighter signal than the negative control, 9(C) shows that the signal difference was inherent in the tissues before the addition of nanoshells and that there was not much change due to incubation with nanoshells, which we hypothesize, implies that there was little to no nanoshell binding on the tissue that was incubated with nanoshells. Figure 10 shows the post incubation images of HER2+ tissue compared to normal (A) and HER2- tissue (B). While the normal tissue had a much lower signal than the HER2+ tissue, the HER2- was much higher than the HER2+ (Fig. 9(C)).
Figure 11 shows the results of a further experiment that acquired images of the tissues taken individually to ensure that the second tissue was not interfering with the excitation light coming from the excitation sources. It shows the difference in signal from nanoshells in tissues that were acquired individually so that there was no contributing signal from a separate tissue that might have affected the signal collected. This is interesting because it goes against the hypothesis that the nanoshells will enhance the NIR signal from the tissue, but the HER2+ tissue does have the smallest change in signal, which might mean that the nanoshells have an effect. However, this signal decrease might also be due to a change in signal from the excitation source, and further experiments will need to be completed to investigate what is happening.

These are promising results that show that incubation with anti-HER2 nanoshells seems to have a qualitative effect on the signal seen from the tissue. There are still many settings and optical set-ups that need to be considered before large amounts of quantitative data can be acquired. Additionally, a control for signal intensity needs to be acquired to confirm that the excitation light is staying within a consistent range during image acquisition.
Figure 10. Post incubation images comparing HER2+ tissue to normal (A) and HER2- cancerous (B) tissue. The HER2- tissue was much brighter than the HER2+ tissue, but data from Fig. 9 shows that there was inherent signal tissue. Unfortunately, there was not pre incubation comparison images acquired to compare the signals of the tissue.

Figure 11. Signal intensities of individual tissues before and after incubation with silica-gold nanoshells. HER2+ tissue had the lowest signal drop of the three tissues.

Discussion
So far there have been promising results in using a portable, inexpensive imaging system in conjunction with anti-HER2 silica-gold nanoshells to differentiate HER2+ tissue from normal tissue. Most promising was the data presented in Figure 8. Good qualitative data showed little difference in tissue from the same patient before incubation with nanoshells, which was backed up with quantitative data confirming the difference after incubation with nanoshells. However, we are hesitant to add any specific value to any quantitative data for each of the graphs displayed currently because there seems to be inconsistencies between pre and post images, where the negative controls seem to have lost signal between incubations. Some possible explanations for this include the excitation light losing intensity between images, the camera performing some automated change in the signal being collected we have not yet been able to identify, or perhaps the presence of two tissues interfering with the excitation light that interacts with tissue. There are still many settings to optimize that will provide a more definite answer in the coming year.

Future experiments will include taking multiple images with the tissues at various angles inside the imaging system. Additionally, in order for good quantitative data to be obtained, signal interacting with the tissue from the excitation light has to be measured with every experiment to properly maintain a control. Finally, future experiments might include slicing the tissue and acquiring images using a reflectance confocal microscope or darkfield hyperspectral imaging to confirm binding of nanoshells to the tissue.

Additionally, future experiments include optimizing imaging settings for estrogen receptor labeled with FITC. When optimal settings have been acquired for both markers, then both contrast agents will be applied to the same tissues to demonstrate our ability to show multiple markers in a rapid, inexpensive, and portable system. This system will not only have the capability to improve margin status in breast cancer surgeries, but it can be applied to other organ systems and molecular markers as well such as the additional agents being developed as part of Project 3.
Part 3: Glucose conjugated gold nanoparticles as a new imaging agent and additional theranostic agents to be assessed

As described in the Year 4 report, based on suggestions received at the LINKS meetings about our heavy reliance on HER2 and estrogen receptor status, we have expanded the range of molecular markers being considered through this project. Here, we report on not yet published data using glucose targeted gold nanoparticles. As described in the prior section, we have not ended the work using established markers but rather continue to expand beyond those.

Introduction

Chemical agents have been conjugated to glucose with the purpose of targeting those agents to tissue that over-express glucose transporters (GLUTs), such as cancer (Macheda, Rogers, and Best 2005). These agents are then imaged and can be used to help differentiate cancerous tissue from non-cancerous tissue. These agents include $^{18}$F-fluorodeoxyglucose ($^{18}$FDG), a radioactive labeled agent that emits positrons and is used to monitor chemotherapeutic response and stage breast cancer (Kumar et al. 2009; Lim et al. 2007). Additionally, a fluorescent deoxy-glucose, 2-[N-(7-nitrobenz-2-oxa-1,c-diazol-4-yl)amino]-2-deoxy-d-glucose (2-NBDG), accumulates in the cytoplasm of cells because after entering the cells through the GLUTs, it undergoes the first step of glycolysis but no further processing. The optical properties of 2-NBDG allow it to be detected fluorescently (excitation maximum 475, emission maximum 550 nm) (Yoshioka et al. 1996). Studies have demonstrated the ability of 2-NBDG to differentiate cancerous tissue from non-cancerous tissue in as little as 20 minutes for oral, esophageal, and breast cancer (Nitin et al. 2009; N Thekkek et al. 2011; Langsner et al. 2011). Glucose has already been shown as a new targeting agent to enhance contrast for malignant tissue. We aim to take these findings further by targeting small (~2 nm diameter) gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) by capping them with glucose and using the GLUTs to deliver nanoparticles to the cells, rather than the traditional method of endocytosis.

A 2008 study by Kong et al. demonstrated that AuNPs (~10 nm diameter) capped with thioglucose could be used to enhance radiation cytotoxicity because the thioglucose allowed the AuNPs to enter the cytoplasm of the cell, rather than staying on the cell surface such as other cysteamine-capped AuNPs did (Kong et al. 2008). The authors supposed that the capping with glucose enhanced the entrance of the nanoparticles; however, if the glucose were to help with targeting of the AuNPs, then the particles would have entered the cells via the GLUTs. The GLUTs are very small (36 X 26 Å on the extracellular side, 46 X 27 Å on the cytosolic side)
(Salas-Burgos et al. 2004) and having a 10 nm diameter AuNP go through the transporter seems to be very difficult. Additionally, the authors did not present any endocytosis inhibition or glucose inhibition studies to show that the glucose targeting was the reason for the enhanced amount of AuNPS inside the cell. Finally, the authors incubated the cells for 2 hours, which is a significant amount of time for particles to enter the cell via receptor mediated endocytosis (Connor et al. 2005; Mironava et al. 2010). Previous studies have shown that 2-NBDG offers enhanced contrast in as short of a time as 10 minutes (O’Neil, Wu, and Mullani 2005) and that adding D-glucose (which enters cells through GLUT1) to cells with 2-NBDG decreases the amount of 2-NBDG entering the cell, demonstrating 2-NBDG’s mechanism of entry (O’Neil, Wu, and Mullani 2005; Nitin et al. 2009).

The aim of this study is to demonstrate that 2 nm AuNPs can be capped with thioglucose and targeted to enter the cells via the GLUTs over-expressed in the cancerous cell line Sk-Br-3. We aim to show the mechanism of entry of 2 nm particles capped with thioglucose by doing both a D-glucose competitive inhibition assay and inhibiting endocytosis. Additionally, a final assay will be performed using varying sizes of AuNPs to demonstrate the size specificity of targeting AuNPs with thioglucose. Original research done with cells was done with colloid made in lab. However, transmission electron microscope (TEM) images showed that the size of the colloid was on average 2 nm, the same size of commercially available AuNPs from Ted Pella, Inc. To standardize between experiments, all future experiments will be done using Ted Pella particles. This will allow us to know the concentration of particles for all experiments.

**Materials and Methods**

Gold colloid was synthesized by spinning 45 mls of distilled H2O in a glass beaker at 800 RPM. 1 ml of 1 N KOH was then added; 1 minute later, 12 ul of THPC (Tetrakis(hydroxymethyl)phosphonium chloride) was added; 2 mls of 1% HAuCl4 (gold salt was added) for 2 minutes to form the colloid solution. 10 mls of colloid solution was then combined with 10 mls of 10 mM thioglucose and spun at 800 RPM for 15 minutes. The solution was then rinsed using a centrifugal dialysis filter (10,000 Dalton cutoff) spun 3X for 20 minutes at 2500 g. The final solution was then resuspended to a total of 10 ml and kept at 4°C. TEM images of the particles were acquired using a JEOL 2010 TEM; figure 12 (A) depicts a zoomed out view of the nanoparticles and 12(B) features a zoomed in version. Colloid from Ted Pella Inc (1.25X 10\textsuperscript{14} particles/ml) was combined and filtered in the same manner as the “home-made” colloid.
However, TEM images were acquired with a JEMF-2100 Field Emission Gun Transmission Electron Microscope that is equipped with Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) that uses electron energies to confirm the presence of certain atoms. EDS is a powerful tool because it can confirm the thiol binding of thioglucose to the surface of the nanoparticle. Figure 13 depicts the TEM images and subsequent EDS data.

The first experiment to demonstrate that thioglucose can be used to target AuNPs involved comparing different cappings of particles and showing that thioglucose preferentially entered the cells. 175,000 cells of the cancerous cell line Sk-Br-3 were plated onto two-well chamber slides for 48 hours at 37°C. Three different cappings (thioglucose, citrate, and no cap) and one negative control were added with fresh media to the cells for 20 minutes at 37°C. The cells were then rinsed with PBS, and imaged on a Cytoviva™ darkfield microscope. Figure 14 demonstrates images of the different cells from this experiment.

The next experiment involved the use of D-glucose as a competitive inhibitor with glucose AuNPs. For this experiment, the same number of cells were plated in the same type of well plates for the previous experiment. This time, there were two controls: cells only and cells with D-glucose added; then, glucose AuNPs were added to cells with and without D-glucose. Figure 15 depicts images from this experiment.

**Results**

Figure 12(A) depicts a zoomed out view of gold colloid with thioglucose conjugated on the outer core of the particle. 12(B) is a high zoom image depicting an area of AuNPs. As one can tell from the images, the solution of colloid seems to be very monodisperse; there does not seem to be any aggregates of particles in the solution. However, the particles are of an approximate size of 2 nm in diameter. This is no better than the size of particle that can be commercially bought and is fabricated with a more consistent process. Additionally, there is a known stock concentration of particles that are commercially available that allows us to control volume and number of particles added to cells at a more consistent rate than with the lab made colloid. Therefore, a switch was made to the particles visible in Figure 13. As well, figure 13 shows spectroscopic data that displayed the amount of an atom that was present in the area of interest. For this sample we compared the amount of sulfur to gold present on the inside and the outside (lighter) part of the particle. The inside (spot 1) had almost four times as
much gold present as sulfur and the outside, where the thioglucose was bound had almost 3 times as much sulfur. TEM-EDS is very powerful tool that we will be able to use to visualize and confirm thioglucose (or any molecule) binding to the surface of the particle. This technology will be used in future studies when TEM images of cells with nanoparticles are obtained.

Figure 12. TEM images of gold colloid made in lab and then capped with thioglucose. These types of AuNPs were then added to the cells that are seen in Figs. 14&15.

Figure 13. Gold colloid purchased from Ted Pella, Inc and then capped with thioglucose. EDS data acquired from spots delineated in the image demonstrate the concentration of sulfur and gold atoms with respect to each other at their respective locations of depicted in by the arrows. Spot 2 represents the area where the thioglucose has bound to the surface of the particle, whereas spot 1 represents the center of the particle.

Figure 14 displays darkfield images of Sk-BR-3 cells that were treated in four different manners (A) cells only, (B) bare AuNPs, (C) citrate capped AuNPs, and (D) thioglucose capped AuNPs. From the images, there are very obvious differences between each of the cells. What is quite interesting is that there seems to be a lot of signal from inside the cells that were treated
with the thioglucose-AuNPs. We hypothesize that this is due to the increased amount of AuNPs that were able to cross the GLUT and settle into the cytoplasm. Even though we do not see individual particles due to the limitations of microscopy, the increased signal might be due to the accumulation of a high number of particles in the cells. Additionally, it appears as if there is a dark circle in each cell that represents the nucleus. The cells treated with the other types of AuNPs seem to have increased signal on the edges of the cells which may be due to electrostatic or non-specific binding of the cells to the membrane. However, none of these can be concluded until controlled TEM images of the cells are acquired, a task currently underway.

Once it was established that thioglucose-capped AuNPs interacted with the cancerous cell line Sk-Br-3 differently than other capped AuNPs, we hypothesized that the AuNPs were entering the cells via the GLUTs and not via endocytosis. Our first experiment to determine this was using a competitive inhibition assay using D-glucose. Figure 15 displays the darkfield images that were results of this experiment. Fig. 15(A) is the negative control of no cells, 15(B) displays cells incubated with 40 μM D-glucose only, (C) displays the cells after incubation with

![Figure 14. Darkfield images of Sk-Br-3 cells only (A), incubated with uncapped AuNPs (B), citrate AuNPs (C), and thioglucose capped AuNPs (D). 14(D) shows high signal inside the cell that is thought to be from gold AuNP accumulation. However, further tests are needed to verify this conclusion.](image-url)
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both D-glucose and AuNPs(D) displays the cells after incubation with AuNPs only. Once again, there is good qualitative data displaying the high scatter signal from the cells that were incubated with AuNPs only, but very little signal from inside the cells where there was competitive inhibition. However, as with previous results, this cannot be confirmed until higher resolution images with TEM are acquired.

![Figure 15. Sk-Br-3 breast cancer cells after incubation with (A) media only, (B) D-glucose, (C) D-glucose and thioglucose capped AuNPs, and (D) thioglucose capped AuNPs only. High scatter signal can be seen from the cells in (D) leading to the conclusion that there is gold colloid inside the cell membrane.](image)

**Discussion**

Preliminary tests and results that show glucose capped AuNPs can enter cells in a twenty minute time frame are very promising. There is good qualitative data that shows enhanced signal from inside the cytoplasm of cells that have incubated with these particles and there is very little signal from cells that were incubated with something different. Additionally, there is strong scatter signal on the cell membrane of some of the samples that have been incubated with non glucose AuNPs which could mean that the particles are being localized to the cell membrane but have yet to enter the cell. This could be because of the time it takes to form endosomes to engulf...
these other AuNPs or it could be due to electrostatic interactions between the membranes and the particles.

There are many more experiments that need to be run before any solid conclusions can be reached. First, there needs to be confirmation from TEM showing the AuNPs localized to the cell cytoplasm. Additionally, further experiments need to be completed to confirm the mechanism of entry for the particles. Inhibiting both clathrin dependent and independent endocytosis and then incubating the cells with the thioglucose AuNPs would show a different mechanism of entry of the particles into the cells. Second, the use of cells with RFP labeled endosomal DNA could also be used to show where endosomes have been forming inside the cell. If there are no endosomes formed, yet there is still high scatter signal coming from inside the cell, then that would be a secondary confirmation of entry into the cell via other mechanisms. Third, showing that larger AuNPs do not enter the cells as rapidly as the smaller AuNPs would also show that there is some size restriction for the NPs to enter the cells in a time frame of 20 minutes which would also imply that the AuNPs were entering via a non-endocytotic pathway.

Summary and Future Work

We have made significant progress on three aspects of using nanotechnology enabled contrast agents to improve diagnostic imaging in breast cancer. First, we used hyperspectral imaging to demonstrate localization of anti-HER2 silica gold NS to the surface of excised tissue. Second, we furthered our research in the development of a portable diagnostic imaging system that can be readily translated to clinical use for diagnostic imaging of tissues with multiple markers by tuning an optical set-up that is optimized to visualize certain contrast agents. Finally, we provided an important proof of concept that thioglucose can be used to target small (~2 nm diameter) gold nanoparticles in a rapid (<20 minute) manner. We hope to further develop this contrast agent and understand its mechanism of entry into cancerous cells, and further develop its use to enhance contrast in excised breast tissue.

In addition to the nanoparticles described in our reporting to date, over the past few years we have also developed a number of newer gold-based materials through other awards with significant potential as theranostic agents for breast cancer applications. In the final year of the DoD award, we plan to continue to develop these materials and assess both imaging and therapeutic potential for breast cancer applications. We have dedicated a portion of the remaining personnel funding to the supply category to enable this and purchased needed supplies.
for this work prior to the original award end date in case of delays in processing the no cost extension request for the coming year. Specific materials to be included are dendrimer decorated gold nanoparticles, gold nanoparticles decorated with peptides or oligonucleotides (each offering potential delivery/therapeutic functionalities in addition to imaging), and gold nanoparticles also carrying a drug (paclitaxol). Finally, we have very recently discovered a potential method for generating a luminescent nanoparticle which would overcome the limitations of the cadmium-free luminescent nanocrystals (quantum dots) we had worked with in the early years of the award but abandoned largely on safety concerns. If we are able to validate our initial experiments, this will prove an additional material which we will test with the macroscopic imaging system we have already created. Throughout our DoD award we have focused most heavily on gold based nanomaterials. These materials can be imaged through scattering, absorption, and is some cases, two photon luminescence. Additionally, facile conjugation to biomolecules is enabled through the gold surface. It is this unique combination of optical and chemical properties which render these materials so powerful. Toxicity of these materials will continue to be assessed with an added emphasis on potential immune system impacts. By the conclusion of our award, we seek to have conclusively demonstrated the potential for targeted imaging and treatment of breast cancer, moving beyond the combined imaging/photothermal applications considered in the award early years to more sophisticated materials in which imaging potential is coupled with delivery of oligonucleotides, peptides, and chemotherapeutic agents, broadening the range of applications of these materials beyond the breast tumor margin area we have focused on to date.

One final small area of investigation is using the gold nanoparticles already developed for imaging applications for detection via a compressive sensing strategy using a random probes concept, which we are investigating together with collaborators at Rice. This concept removes the individual probe for each target restriction typically associated with array based analysis. Although very much at a proof of concept stage now, in the future such an approach could potentially be used to provide a more cost-effective approach to targeted large scale genetic screening valuable in applications such as determining more optimal chemotherapeutic regimens for breast cancer treatment. This effort was initiated based on the panel discussion at the 2011 LINKS meeting noting the difficulties in identifying optimal, and at times even reasonable, patient populations for drug studies and the need for new technologies to address this challenge.
KEY RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHMENTS

- During Year 5, we have continued to benefit from receiving protocol approval for the use of human tissue from the NCI Cooperative Human Tissue Network. Building on our prior published work using tissue slices, we were able to continue a shift to more translational work through working with whole tissue imaging, mimicking the conditions we would expect to encounter in the future in the surgical suite setting. A paper on our most recent work is now under review at Journal of Oncology.

- We have completed verification using a hyperspectral imaging approach that targeted nanoparticle binding was the origin of increased contrast in HER2+ tissue.

- Over the past year, we have completed construction of the final hand held instrument for intraoperative tumor margin delineation. This is the final macroscopic imaging system we have developed via Project 2 of this award. The device is fully functioning. During the next year, we will complete imaging studies using this system.

- We have continued to make progress on enhancing the range of molecular markers being addressed using gold nanoparticle technology in Project 3. We presented development of the glucose nanoparticles for metabolic imaging in Year 4. In Year 5, we progressed to cellular level studies described in the prior section. During the upcoming year we plan to conduct TEM studies to verify we understand our imaging data and write a manuscript on this work.

- A provisional patent was submitted on a new gold nanoparticle synthesis strategy. A paper describing the strategy was published and is included in the appendix. The method allows synthesis of gold nanoparticles over a broad range of sizes in a rapid and inexpensive fashion facilitating many of the theranostic applications now under development.
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CONCLUSIONS

Our research team has focused the majority of its Era of Hope research efforts specifically in areas of breast cancer care where the combination of **miniaturized optical devices** and **molecular-specific imaging agents** offer the potential to address current gaps in care. There are two primary areas where I believe our technologies can make the biggest difference: **early detection** and **integrated delivery and monitoring of therapy**. Optical spectroscopy, implemented through small fiber optics, can provide clinically valuable information ranging from cellular metabolic status (via endogenous fluorescence) to nuclear size (correlated to optical scatter) to quantitative measurements of molecular markers (through targeted imaging agents under development in our lab). Most of our effort has focused on development of needle-compatible spectroscopic and direct imaging probes for breast cancer applications. The technology is being designed for clinical applications for which it is valuable to have a local high resolution imaging method to complement a more macroscopic imaging modality (for example, during ultrasound guided breast biopsy). Progressive design and evaluation of the needle-based technologies has been the focus of **Project 1** of our DOD project. In Year 3, we added in a new project, **Project 2**, to allow us to further develop a multi-modal, widefield optical imaging device. To complement our imaging technology development projects, the second primary effort underway is development of molecular-specific optical imaging probes (**Projects 3**). Much of the work underway in **Project 3** has been directly applicable to tumor margins assessment, and we have presented our results in this area in our series of annual reports.
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Abstract

Tumor margin detection for patients undergoing breast conservation surgery primarily occurs postoperatively. Previously, we demonstrated that gold nanoshells rapidly enhance contrast of HER2-overexpression in *ex vivo* tissue sections. Our ultimate objective, however, is to discern HER2-overexpressing tissue from normal tissue in whole, non-sectioned, specimens to facilitate rapid diagnoses. Here, we use targeted nanoshells to quickly and effectively visualize HER2 receptor expression in intact *ex vivo* human breast tissue specimens. Punch biopsies of human breast tissue were analyzed after a brief 5-minute incubation with and without HER2-targeted silica-gold nanoshells using two-photon microscopy and stereomicroscopy. Labeling was subsequently verified using reflectance confocal microscopy, darkfield hyperspectral imaging, and immunohistochemistry to confirm levels of HER2-expression. Our results suggest that anti-HER2-nanoshells used in tandem with a near-infrared reflectance confocal microscope and a standard stereomicroscope may potentially be used to discern HER2-overexpressing cancerous tissue from normal tissue in near real time and offer a rapid supplement to current diagnostic techniques.

Key words: nanoshells; stereomicroscopy; reflectance confocal microscopy; breast cancer; rapid diagnosis; tumor margins; intraoperative detection
Introduction

Currently, breast cancer is the second leading cause of cancer-related deaths in women, and it accounts for approximately one-third of all cancers diagnosed in women in the United States [1]. To reduce cancer recurrence and progression, cancerous tissue must be completely eliminated, regardless of grade [2]. Surgical breast cancer therapy focuses on removing the primary tumor and identifying the possibility of metastatic disease from the evaluation of sentinel lymph nodes. Although some patients may require modified radical mastectomy, many patients with less-advanced breast cancer elect breast-conserving surgery. The presence of a positive surgical margin during these surgeries has been associated with lower rates of patient survival [3]. Due to residual cancer cells being left in many patients that undergo breast conservation therapy, as many as 40% of patients have experienced local breast cancer recurrence near the site of the original tumor [4]. Intraoperative treatment decisions are, therefore, absolutely critical.

Presently, intraoperative tumor margin detection occurs primarily in specialized tertiary centers, such as The University of Texas M.D. Anderson Cancer Center (MDACC). In these centers, the resected tissue receives a preliminary evaluation by a pathologist while the patient remains in the operating room; if necessary, additional tissue can be removed until the pathologist determines the tumor margins are negative. In community hospitals, however, pathologic analysis of excised tissue only occurs postoperatively [5]. Patients who consequently have positive tumor margins must return for surgical re-excision and receive increased doses of adjuvant radiation therapy [6,7]. Thus, the existence of positive tumor margins portends additional risks and costs to the patient. Due to the existing limitations of current intraoperative tumor margin detection,
there is an opportunity to develop superior diagnostic tools to assist in reducing the recurrence and progression of cancer due to inadequate tissue removal during primary surgery.

While histologic analysis remains the gold standard for tumor margin assessment, the macroscopic evaluation of whole, non-sectioned tissue specimens may also be used to provide an intraoperative estimate of tumor margin status prior to subsequent processing. This would be an invaluable tool in hospitals without onsite pathology suites. Macroscopic visualization of questionable tissue is attractive for enhancing the sensitivity and specificity of tumor margin delineation: if the number of suspicious regions that require further microscopic processing can be reduced, surgeons and pathologists can focus their attention and resources on areas that remain inconclusive. Currently, macroscopic evaluation only occurs for breast cancer specimens that involve microcalcifications or nonpalpable masses and does not occur for palpable breast masses [8]. For nonpalpable masses that have been resected, radiographic images are used to determine the extent of the breast disease and the proximity to the resected margins. Although specimen radiography appears to increase the accuracy of tumor margin detection, limitations have been noted. For instance, microcalcifications that appear as tumor on radiographic images may actually be areas of lymphocytic accumulation [9]. The use of contrast agents targeted to specific biomarkers associated with disease may present an opportunity to increase the sensitivity and specificity of macroscopic evaluations.

In preceding studies, we confirmed that silica-based gold nanoshells targeted to the Human Epidermal growth factor Receptor 2 (HER2) could be used for the rapid
contrast enhancement of both cells [10] and tissue sections [11] which overexpress HER2 biomarkers. While gold nanoshells can be conjugated to a variety of biomarkers [12,13], we have selected HER2 due to its association with increased cancer aggression, recurrence, and progression when amplified [14,15]. Amplification of this cell-surface bound tyrosine kinase receptor occurs in up to a quarter of all human breast cancer cases [16]. Importantly, using biomarkers for tumor margin detection has recently been shown to better identify patients at high risk of cancer recurrence over standard histological analysis [17].

To facilitate prompt tumor margin detection intraoperatively, the ability to assess tumor margins without physical sectioning is highly desirable as sectioning may incur significant time to the surgical procedure [5]. Thus, in this study, we advance our previous findings by examining the ability to rapidly target HER2 receptors in intact ex vivo human breast tissue specimens without sectioning. We first confirm the predominance of the surface targeting needed to identify the tumor margins and preferential labeling of HER2-positive tissue using two photon and hyperspectral imaging. Then, we demonstrate that anti-HER2 targeted gold nanoshells can be used as rapid diagnostic imaging agents for HER2-overexpression in intact breast tissue specimens using a standard stereomicroscope and confirm these results through reflectance confocal microscopy, and immunohistochemistry.

**Materials and Methods**

Nanoshell Fabrication and Antibody Conjugation
Nanoshells were fabricated as formerly described [18-20], and only a brief summary will be provided here. Silica cores were made using the Stöber method [21], followed by subsequent termination of the silica surfaces with amine groups. The final particles were measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS) to have an average diameter of 276 nm. Next, gold colloid (~1-3 nm diameter) was fabricated and adsorbed onto the surface of the silica cores via the amine groups [22]. After the gold layer over the silica cores was formed, the spectrum of the final nanoshell solution was visualized using a UV-vis spectrophotometer (Varian Cary 300) (Fig.1).

Nanoshells were targeted to biological HER2-antigens by linking the surfaces of the nanoshells to anti-HER2 antibodies using previously described methods [18]. Prior to beginning experimental studies, nanoshells were incubated with an anti-HER2-linker cocktail [18] for 2 hours at 4°C. To ensure nanoparticle stabilization in biological media, the nanoshells were next incubated with a 1 mM polyethylene glycol-thiol solution (PEG-SH, MW = 5kD, Nektar) for 12-16 hours at 4°C. Next, unbound antibodies and excess PEG-SH were removed from the nanoshells by centrifugation. Prior to experimental studies, the nanoshells were resuspended in antibody diluent (IHC World, pH 7.4) by gentle pipetting to a final volume of 165 µl.

Ex Vivo Human Breast Tissue Specimens

Normal and cancerous (HER2-negative and HER2-positive) breast tissue specimens were supplied by the Cooperative Human Tissue Network (CHTN) through a protocol approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB). Tissues were designated as normal or cancerous by pathologists at the medical centers where the tissue samples were
obtained. Additionally, HER2 status was previously determined by pathologists at the respective medical centers prior to the patients undergoing any form of medical treatment.

Before use, samples were thawed briefly in a 37°C water bath and cut on a disposable cutting board using a 5 mm punch biopsy to maintain size consistency. At least two punch biopsies were taken from each specimen for control and experimental conditions. Each cut specimen used was 5 mm in diameter with an average thickness of 1 mm. Tissue samples were subsequently incubated in pre-warmed antibody diluent for 1 minute at room temperature with gentle agitation in a 24-well plate. After pre-rinsing, the samples were incubated in either antibody diluent or the aforementioned targeted-nanoshell cocktail in polyethylene sample vials (Sigma Aldrich). The vials were placed on a nutator in an incubator at 37°C for 5 minutes. After incubation, the tissue samples were removed from the vials and rinsed 3 times in 1X PBS briefly in a 24-well plate. Samples were moved to a clean well of 1X PBS prior to imaging.

Two Photon Imaging of Human Breast Tissue Specimens

Both HER2-positive and HER2-negative cancerous samples were evaluated for surface labeling of HER2-targeted nanoshells by employing two-photon imaging of intact breast tissue specimens. Samples were placed directly on a glass coverslip (Fisher Scientific), and an additional coverslip was placed on top of the tissue in order to facilitate moderate tissue compression. For image acquisition, a Zeiss multi-photon confocal microscope (LSM 510 META NLO) was used in tandem with a Coherent Chameleon femtosecond-pulsed, mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser. This system was set to
operate as formerly described [23]. Specifically, an excitation wavelength of 780 nm and a power setting of 10% maximum excitation power were used. The collected emission wavelength range was 451-697 nm. Images were collected at a magnification of 20X and a z-stack (depth) increment of 5 µm. In order to calculate the percentage of area covered by nanoshells, ImageJ imaging software was implemented after image acquisition. An intensity threshold of 30 was used to distinguish areas with and without nanoshells. For areas that did not contain nanoshells, the associated intensities did not exceed the threshold.

Darkfield Hyperspectral Imaging of Human Breast Tissue Slices

To confirm the presence of nanoshells on the surface of the tissues, HER2-positive cancerous, HER2-negative cancerous and normal tissue samples were incubated with nanoshells as previously described. A thin layer of pathological ink was placed on the tissue surface for orientation. The tissues were embedded in OCT media (BBC chemical) and frozen rapidly over dry ice. The specimens were cut at a section thickness of 8 µm using a Leica CM1850 UV cryostat. Cancerous specimens were sectioned at −20°C and normal specimens at −30°C, as recommended by Leica for maintaining optimal tissue morphology. The sections were immediately placed on superfrost slides (Fisher Scientific) and allowed to dry overnight. The next day the tissue slices were imaged with a 10X objective on an Olympus darkfield microscope equipped with a Cytoviva high-resolution illuminator. Hyperspectral images of the tissue slices were taken using a hyperspectral camera that provides both spatial and spectral data for each image.
Spectral data of each field of view (FOV) was used to determine if nanoshells were present on each slice of tissue. Comparisons were made between tissue surfaces and tissue beyond the surfaces to determine the presence of nanoshells; spectral data from tissue that was not incubated with nanoshells was also used as a negative control.

Macroscopic Imaging of Human Breast Tissue Specimens

Normal and HER2-positive cancerous breast tissue specimens (from patients who had and had not received neoadjuvant chemotherapy) were imaged using a Zeiss Discovery.V8 stereomicroscope equipped with a VisiLED MC1000 light source. For macroscopic imaging of breast tissue specimens, a thin plastic black stage was placed beneath a glass coverslip to enable ease of tissue placement and to provide a consistent black background among all samples. The specimens (controls and respective nanoshell-labeled counterparts) were placed alongside each other on top of the coverslip. Images were taken at both 1X and 2X magnification under the same lighting conditions.

Reflectance Confocal Microscopy Imaging of Human Breast Tissue Specimens

Following widefield imaging, the aforementioned samples were prepared for microscopic analysis under reflectance confocal microscopy. For this component of the study, a Lucid VivaScope 2500 inverted confocal microscope was used. Samples were placed directly on glass slides that were modified by the addition of an adhesive 1-mm-deep, 20-mm-diameter silicon isolator (Invitrogen). To compress the tissue slightly and consistently among samples, an adhesive tissue cassette (Lucid, Inc.) was placed directly on top of the silicone isolators above the tissue specimens. Multiple images were taken at
a power of 0.4 mW and at the same distance from the glass surface for both samples and controls. After reflectance imaging, the samples were prepared for histological processing. Additionally, reflectance intensity measurements were recorded using Image J processing software as formerly described [11].

Immunohistochemistry and Histology

Once images were collected under both stereomicroscopy and RCM imaging systems, normal and HER2-positive cancerous samples (with and without previous neoadjuvant chemotherapy) were embedded in OCT media and sectioned to a thickness of 5 µm. Multiple sections from each specimen were prepared for either immunohistochemistry (IHC) or hemotoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining. IHC for the HER2-antigen was executed using the Histostain Plus AEC Broad Spectrum Kit (Invitrogen) per manufacturer’s instructions. H&E staining was also performed per manufacturer’s instructions (Sigma Aldrich) for the alcoholic Eosin Y solution. For image acquisition, a standard brightfield microscope (Zeiss Axioskop 2 equipped with a Zeiss Axiocam MRc5 color camera) was used at a magnification of 20X.

Results

Distribution and Penetration of Gold Nanoshells in Intact Human Breast Tissue

The goal of this study was to evaluate the distribution of anti-HER2-conjugated gold nanoshells on resected intact tissue specimens. For comparison, the nanoshell labeling between HER2-positive and HER2-negative tissue samples was evaluated using a two photon imaging system. As previously reported, this imaging system is capable of
enhancing and capturing the luminescence signature of the gold nanoshells [23] while also collecting a stack of images taken through the depth of the tissue of interest. Figure 2 represents such images of HER2-positive and HER2-negative cancerous tissue samples incubated with HER2-targeted nanoshells. Each sequential increment in the z-direction represents 5 µm into the tissue. Qualitatively, the first image (taken at the surface, or at 0 µm) in Fig. 2 demonstrates that the nanoshells preferentially label HER2-receptors on the surface of the tissue. Additionally, Fig. 2 displays decreased signal as the focal spot from the confocal microscope penetrates further into the tissue. This is believed to be a minimal number of nanoshells being able to penetrate the tissue in the limited amount of incubation time, thus decreasing signal collected beyond the surface. A quantitative difference of the nanoshell signal at the surface of the HER2-positive and HER2-negative tissue was calculated. Using ImageJ imaging software, it was determined that approximately 66% of the FOV for HER2-positive tissue was covered in nanoshells versus just 2% for the FOV of the HER2-negative tissue. This confirms the preferential labeling and visualization of HER2-positive tissue using anti-HER2 nanoshells.

To further validate the surface binding of the nanoshells, hyperspectral images of different tissue sections were also acquired. Fig. 3 (a) shows a representative surface of a HER2-positive tissue section after incubation with anti-HER2 nanoshells. Fig. 3 (b) illustrates tissue 24 µm beyond the surface of the same tissue. Spectra from multiple (n=3) specimens that were incubated with anti-HER2 nanoshells were acquired and analysis showed that tissues without nanoshells had very similar spectra across different patients. Fig. 3 (c) displays the respective spectral information of each FOV shown in (a) and (b). Additionally, the spectra of HER2-positive tissue without nanoshells has been
included as a control. As can be seen in this graph, the spectra of the surface of the HER2-positive tissue incubated with anti-HER2 nanoshells is distinctive from that of the same tissue 24 µm beyond the surface. In fact, the spectra of the tissue beyond the surface of the nanoshell-labeled specimen is very similar to the spectra of the surface of the control. These results support our findings that the targeted nanoshells primarily localized to the surface of the tissue.

Enhanced Optical Imaging of Intact Ex Vivo Human Breast Cancer Tissue Using Gold Nanoshells

Based on previous results demonstrating the preferential labeling of HER2-targeted nanoshells on the surface of intact ex vivo HER2-positive tissue specimens, we assessed the potential of using a standard stereomicroscope to visualize this enhanced contrast. For this component of the study, human breast tissue specimens that over-expressed HER2 receptors at the time of patient diagnosis were evaluated and compared to normal breast tissue. Due to the ultimate goal of utilizing gold nanoshells to rapidly label tumor margins intraoperatively in diverse patient populations, we examined tissue from patients who had and had not undergone neoadjuvant chemotherapy. All tissue samples were incubated with either antibody diluent buffer or the anti-HER2-targeted nanoshells for 5 minutes at 37°C. As shown in Fig. 4, which represents raw images taken with a stereomicroscope, intact tissue specimens incubated with antibody diluent alone showed no markings or features characteristic of nanoshells. However, tissue specimens incubated with the anti-HER2-targeted nanoshells demonstrate numerous particles on the surfaces of the tissues. Qualitatively, the HER2-positive tissue from the patient who did
not undergo previous chemotherapy shows the greatest labeling with the targeted nanoshells. The HER2-positive tissue from the patient who did undergo neoadjuvant chemotherapy does demonstrate enriched nanoshell labeling when compared to normal tissue, though not to the same extent as the patient without previous chemotherapy. In contrast, the normal tissue shows the least amount of nanoshell labeling and only a few areas of nanoshells can be visually perceived.

While the degree of nanoshell labeling can be visualized without image adjustments under a standard stereomicroscope, the superior extent of this labeling can be seen more clearly after a simple contrast enhancement using imaging software (Image J). As seen in Fig. 5 (a.), the nanoshells are even more discernable against the tissue background regardless of inherent tissue constituents.

To validate the enhanced nanoshell labeling seen by macroscopic imaging, the surfaces of the same tissue samples were also imaged using reflectance confocal microscopy (Fig. 5 (b.)). Concurring with the stereomicroscopic images, we see dramatic nanoshell surface-labeling when using targeted nanoshells with previously untreated HER2-positive tissue. For the HER2-positive sample that had formerly undergone chemotherapy, we also see enhanced nanoshell labeling, though to a lesser degree than the untreated sample as suggested by the stereomicroscopy results. The normal breast tissue displays the least amount of surface labeling with only minimal nanoshells evident with either imaging system. Reflectance intensity measurements (data not shown) were ~2.5 to 3 times greater for both the HER2-positive tissue sample receiving chemotherapy and for the HER2-positive tissue not receiving chemotherapy when compared to the normal tissue sample.
Subsequent histological analysis shown in Fig. 5 (c.) reveals that the distribution of HER2 receptors seen with nanoshell-enabled contrast corresponds to that seen with IHC against HER2. The HER2 expression seen by IHC is greater for the previously untreated HER2-positive tissue sample than for the sample that had undergone neoadjuvant chemotherapy. This is believed to be due to the effects of chemotherapy. Rasbridge et al. previously demonstrated that patient response to chemotherapy is highly variable, with patients previously negative for HER2-overexpression occasionally becoming positive after treatment and patients previously positive for HER2-overexpression subsequently becoming negative [24]. Although patient response to chemotherapy varies, tissues previously identified as overexpressing HER2 receptors during initial diagnosis, regardless of chemotherapy exposure, demonstrate enhanced nanoshell labeling over normal tissue. Additionally, H&E-stained sections of all tissue samples have been included (Fig. 5 (d.)) to illustrate the microscopic characteristics and differences associated with cancerous vs. non-cancerous conditions.

**Discussion**

In this study we demonstrated the ability to use targeted gold nanoshells to rapidly improve visualization of a specific biomarker associated with disease aggression and progression (HER2) in intact *ex vivo* human breast tissue and confirmed binding location via confocal and darkfield hyperspectral microscopy. By utilizing silica-gold nanoshells designed as rapid diagnostic imaging agents, surgeons and pathologists may be able to realize tumor margin status directly in the operating room after both macroscopic and microscopic assessment. While multiple methods of intraoperative tumor margin
detection are currently under investigation [25-29], we are developing an inexpensive and portable system for rapidly analyzing \textit{ex vivo} specimens based on the desire to enhance current methodologies without delay in clinical translation due to regulatory concerns associated with \textit{in vivo} systems.

The ability to enhance contrast of malignancy using topically applied agents has previously been demonstrated for oral and breast tissue using fluorescently labeled deoxy-glucose and epidermal growth factor (EGF) conjugates [30-32] as well as cervical tissue using fluorescently labeled gold nanoparticles targeted to EGF receptors [33]. However, these studies employed incubation times ranging from 20-45 minutes, which exceeds the length of time currently needed to obtain tumor margin status using frozen section histology. Additionally, the aforementioned studies, utilized optical clearing agents, which may be necessary for particles that target intracellular biomarkers [34, 35]. Nevertheless, gold nanoshells targeted to extracellular biomarkers may offer more favorable opportunities for \textit{ex vivo} intraoperative tumor margin detection without the need for lengthy incubation times or the use of optical clearing agents.

Recently, we verified that silica-based gold nanoshells could be used to enhance contrast of both HER2-overexpressing cells and tissue sections within 5 minutes of incubation time [10, 11]. However, translating this technology towards clinical relevancy requires the ability to assess whole, un-sectioned specimens. Here, we confirm that gold nanoshells, when targeted to HER2 receptors, can be used to distinguish intact HER2-overexpressing \textit{ex vivo} tissue from normal tissue within the same incubation time and we demonstrate that this difference can be observed macroscopically. These results are supported by microscopic imaging and immunohistochemistry against HER2.
To translate these findings more readily to the clinic, we are presently developing a low cost widefield imaging system that can be used to detect the overexpression of HER2 (and other extracellular biomarkers) on account of contrast enhancement provided by gold nanoshells. In addition, we plan to collect data from diverse patient populations and assess results with fresh tissue samples. In this way, the use of gold nanoshells may demonstrate widespread efficacy or be limited only to specific patient subsets.

Our research indicates that *ex vivo* tissue specimens labeled topically with silica-based gold nanoshells can be visualized by both widefield (macroscopic) and high resolution (microscopic) imaging systems. By employing macroscopic imaging intraoperatively, clinicians may be better able to distinguish cancerous and normal breast tissue prior to further microscopic analysis and subsequent histological processing. Ultimately, this system could also be used for other diagnostic applications, for other anatomical locations, and for other biomarkers associated with disease. By facilitating fast and accurate tumor margin results intraoperatively and supplementing current diagnostic methods, the incidence of cancer progression and amount of time spent in surgery due to inadequate tissue removal is, correspondingly, expected to be reduced.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Measured extinction spectra of nanoshells with an average core diameter of 276 nm and average shell thickness of 19 nm. Insert depicts corresponding image from scanning electron microscopy. Scale bar represents 500 nm.

Figure 2. Z-stack two-photon luminescence images of HER2-positive and HER2-negative tissue incubated with HER2-targeted nanoshells for 5 minutes at 37°C. Each progressive image represents an increase in depth penetration of 5 µm. Magnification = 20X. Scale bar = 50 µm.

Figure 3. Darkfield images of HER2-positive tissue sectioned after incubation with anti-HER2 targeted silica-gold nanoshells. (a.) Surface of HER2-positive tissue, (b.) 24 µm beyond the surface of the same tissue. (c.) Scattering spectra of the fields of view depicted in (a) and (b). Additionally, spectra from the surface of HER2-positive tissue not incubated with silica-gold nanoshells is shown as a negative control. Scale Bar = 50 µm.

Figure 4. Raw stereomicroscope images of (a.,b.) HER2-overexpressing cancerous and (c.) normal tissue incubated with either buffer or HER2-targeted nanoshells for 5 minutes at 37°C. Cancerous tissue taken from a patient (a.) without chemotherapy and (b.) following neoadjuvant chemotherapy. Arrows represent nanoshells. Images taken at 2X. Scale bars = 2.5 mm.

Figure 5. (a.) Stereomicroscopic images of HER2-overexpressing breast tissue (with and without neoadjuvant chemotherapy) and normal breast tissue incubated with HER2-targeted nanoshells for 5 minutes at 37°C after contrast enhancement. Magnification at 2X; scale bar = 2.5 mm. Arrows represent nanoshells. (b.) Respective reflectance confocal microscopy images of tissue samples from (a.). Power = 0.4 mW and scale bar = 75 µm. Respective (c.) HER2 immunohistochemistry and (d.) H&E results taken under brightfield microscopy under 20X magnification. Scale bar = 0.35 mm.
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Size-controlled synthesis of monodispersed gold nanoparticles via carbon monoxide gas reduction
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Abstract
An in depth analysis of gold nanoparticle (AuNP) synthesis and size tuning, utilizing carbon monoxide (CO) gas as a reducing agent, is presented for the first time. The sizes of the AuNPs are tunable from ~4 to 100 nm by altering the concentration of HAuCl4 and inlet CO gas-injection flow rate. It is also found that speciation of aqueous HAuCl4, prior to reduction, influences the size, morphology, and properties of AuNPs when reduced with CO gas. Ensemble extinction spectra and TEM images provide clear evidence that CO reduction offers a high level of monodispersity with standard deviations as low as 3%. Upon synthesis, no excess reducing agent remains in solution eliminating the need for purification. The time necessary to synthesize AuNPs, using CO, is less than 2 min.

Background
Metallic nanoparticles have attracted substantial attention due to their distinctive properties and various applications. AuNPs can exhibit a strong optical response to the extinction of surface plasmons by an alternating electromagnetic field [1]. By simply adjusting the size of the gold nanoparticles, this optical resonance can be positioned over hundreds of nanometers in wavelength across the visible into the near infrared spectrum [1,2]. Since these oscillations are located on the boundary of the metal and the external medium, these waves are very sensitive to changes in this boundary, such as the absorption of molecules to the metal surface [3]. These features render AuNPs useful as building blocks, and pave the way for fabricating biological labels, biological sensors, environmental detection of biological reagents, and clinical diagnostic technologies [4-6].

Many researchers have also exploited the unique optical properties of AuNPs for biomedical applications, such as thermal ablative cancer therapy and gene therapy [7-9]. Since the plasmon-derived optical resonance of gold nanoparticles is strongly related to the dimensions and morphology of the nanoparticles, the ability to synthesize monodispersed AuNPs is essential. The most popular and reliable method of producing AuNPs is an aqueous phase synthesis, which relies on the reduction of tetrachloroauric acid in the presence of a reducing agent to form colloid [10-15]. A number of different reducing agents can be used for the tetrachloroauric acid reduction. These agents have a significant influence on the morphology of the final product, and most of them lead to polydispersed nanoparticle solutions. To date, only a few methods have been established to synthesize AuNPs from about one nanometer to several hundred nanometers in diameter. A widely used method is based on the reduction of tetrachloroaurate ions in water using sodium citrate as a reductant to obtain AuNPs with diameters ranging from 16 to 147 nm [2,16,17]. While this method has demonstrated good quality control over particle size, a high level of monodispersity is limited to the synthesis of larger particles typically in the range of 22 to 120 nm. Another disadvantage to this synthesis method is that excess citrate remains in the solution. The residual citrate, which acts as a passivation layer on the surface of the nanoparticles, can reduce the effectiveness of surface functionalization with other biological markers [18].

A smaller-sized AuNPs, 1 to 5 nm, are usually prepared by borohydride reduction in the presence of thiol capping agents [19]. Disadvantages of this method include the use of toxic organic solvents and the potential presence of impurities introduced by using capping agents, which can also hinder the surface modification and functionality of particles for particular applications [20]. Also, AuNPs have been synthesized using formaldehyde as a reducing...
agent. One disadvantage is that formaldehyde is toxic, and the excess formaldehyde in the solution leads to solution instability and eventual particle aggregation [13].

Non-chemical based reduction methods, to synthesize AuNPs, have also been employed. Size-selected AuNPs have been synthesized by use of laser irradiation in a surfactant based aqueous environment [21]. Yet this method limits AuNPs sizes to sub 10 nm diameters. Meunier et al. were able to synthesize gold nanoparticles from 3 to ~80 nm via a femtosecond laser-assisted method [22]. An involved multi-step process, including a seeding step, was necessary to produce the larger particles. This process requires a complicated femtosecond laser setup and nanoparticle synthesis was also dependent on polymer utilization. Dispersed AuNPs were also synthesized using glow discharge plasma [23-26]. Researchers showed that this method can produce particles in less than 5 min yet these particles were limited to ~4 nm diameters [26]. Takai et al. used discharge plasma to produce larger AuNPs of irregular shapes [24]. Polyspherical spherical AuNPs, ~20 nm in diameter, were only produced after exposure times greater than 45 min.

As compared to the current synthesis methods, CO has an advantage in that no excess reducing agent remains in solution. This eliminates the need for purification via multiple centrifugation steps. The reduction of HAuCl4 with CO can also take place at room temperature, unlike other methods such as citrate reduction that require boiling of the solution. The time necessary to produce AuNPs using CO is less than 2 min compared to 20 min for comparable particle sizes using citrate reduction and 45 min for discharge plasma synthesis. CO reduction offers a cheap and flexible alternative to femtosecond laser-based AuNP synthesis processes while eliminating the need for surfactants and polymers to tune the nanoparticle sizes. To the best of our knowledge, there has never been an in depth study of AuNP synthesis utilizing CO as a reducing agent, to enable size tuning from sub 5 to 100 nm diameters.

In this paper, an in depth analysis of AuNP synthesis utilizing CO gas as a reducing agent is presented. After synthesis, AuNP mono- and polydispersity was examined. The size and monodispersity of the AuNPs were tunable by controlling variables such as HAuCl4 concentration and gas flow during synthesis. The CO reduction method offered excellent tunability over a broad range of sizes while maintaining a high level of monodispersity. Ensemble extinction spectra and TEM images provide clear evidence that CO reduction offers excellent AuNP tunability and is a viable alternative to other synthesis methods.

**Results and discussion**

AuNPs, synthesized by CO reduction, with average diameter ranging from 4 to 52 nm, were prepared as described below. A set of solutions consisting of HAuCl4 concentrations ranging from 0.01 mM up to 0.09 mM was used. Each HAuCl4 concentration was duplicated to ensure reproducibility. For each HAuCl4 concentration, five 40 mL samples were prepared. Each sample was aerated at different flow rates controlled by a control valve. The five solutions were exposed to CO gas at flow rates of 16.9, 25.45, 31.59, 37.0, and 42.9 mL/min, respectively. The effect of stirring speed was examined, and it was found that the number of revolutions per minute (rpm), by which the solution was stirred, played a role in particle size and morphology. The optimal stir speed, for producing the most monodispersed particles, was found to be 500 rpm. For the following discussion, each solution was constantly stirred at a rate of 500 rpm during synthesis unless noted otherwise. Additionally, the effect of gas-injection flow rates and diffuser pore size on nanoparticle monodispersity and reaction completion times were investigated. It was found that a 60-μm average diffuser pore size was sufficient for producing monodispersed particles. The solution temperature, prior to aeration, was maintained between 20 and 22°C.

**Formation of colloidal gold**

The Au3+ reduction, by CO, to Au0 takes place via a number of redox reactions. When the CO gas is introduced into the aqueous HAuCl4 solution, electrons are donated to the [AuCl4]− ions. For [AuCl4]− ions to be reduced to gold atoms, a series of redox reactions take place. This includes the liberations of Cl− ions and is described by Equations 1 and 2.

\[
\text{AuCl}_4^- + 2e^- \rightarrow \text{AuCl}_2^- + 2\text{Cl}^- \tag{1}
\]

\[
\text{AuCl}_2^- + e^- \rightarrow \text{Au}^0 + 2\text{Cl}^- \tag{2}
\]

The electrons are contributed from the reaction of CO and dihydrogen monoxide and the reducing half reactions are given in Equations 3 and 4.

\[
\text{CO(g)} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{CO}_2(\text{aq}) + 2e^- + 2\text{H}^+ \tag{3}
\]

\[
\text{CO(g)} + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{HCO}_3^- + 2e^- + 3\text{H}^+ \tag{4}
\]

The thermodynamics of HAuCl4 reduction in aqueous solutions using CO is presented (see Additional file 1).

**Synthesis of AuNPs**

To illustrate the effects of CO gas flow injection rates on nanoparticle synthesis, nanoparticles were synthesized from an aqueous solution of HAuCl4 acid at a concentration of 0.01 mM. Even at this lower concentration, which is normally not used for the synthesis of AuNPs, the extinction spectra is clearly visible and well...
formed as evident in Figure 1. A smoother, more pronounced spectrum was generated at the minimum flow rate of 16.9 mL/min when compared to the other injection flow rates. As the flow rate was increased from 16.9 to 42.9 mL/min the change in spectral symmetry was clearly visible. TEM micrographs of the corresponding nanoparticles are displayed in Figure 1. The gas-injection flow rate of 16.9 mL/min produced individual nanoparticles compared to the other injection rates. The nanoparticles produced by the 16.9 mL/min flow rate ranged in size from 5 to 11 nm in diameter. A flow rate of 25.45 mL/min, Figure 1B, produced nanoparticle aggregates and irregularly shaped particulate matter. Nanoparticles synthesized at a flow rate of 31.59 mL/min consisted of aggregated particle chains. A CO flow rate of 37 mL/min (Figure 1C) resulted in aggregated particle chains similar to that of nanoparticles produced at a flow rate of 25.45 mL/min. The particle aggregation in Figure 1B, D was evident by the broad spectral band. As the flow rate increased to 42.9 mL/min, the nanoparticles became elliptical in shape and very polydispersed. The nanoparticle sizes, when aerated at 42.9 mL/min, ranged from 5 to 40 nm in diameter with some aggregated particles; this size distribution is reflected in the broad spectral band.

Increasing the chloroauric acid concentration reduced the polydispersity of the nanoparticles, yet the gas-injection flow rate continued to influence the AuNP size distribution profiles. Figure 2 shows the UV-visible spectra of AuNPs synthesized from a chloroauric acid concentration of 0.03 mM at flow rates of 16.9, 25.5, and 37.0 mL/min (Figure 2A, B, C). The polydispersity of the AuNPs aerated at 16.9 mL/min (Figure 2A) is represented by a broad particle distribution curve. The particle sizes for Figure 2A ranged from 2.5 to 17 nm in diameter. Increasing the CO flow reduced the width of the particle distribution curve where an optimum inlet gas flow was obtained at 25.5 mL/min (Figure 2B). The standard deviation for 2B was 7%, well below the 13 to 15% normally obtained for comparable sizes via citrate reduction [3]. To confirm the formation of Au atoms from HAuCl₄, the valence state of Au was identified by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Figure 3 shows an XPS spectrum of AuNPs synthesized via CO gas reduction. The Au 4f7/2 peak appeared at a binding energy of 83.98 eV and the Au 4f 5/2 peak appeared at a binding energy of 87.71 eV. This indicates the formation of metallic gold [27,28]. These particles remained stable in excess of 12 months when stored at 4°C.

A better understanding of the effect of the gas flow rates and chloroauric acid concentrations on nanoparticle synthesis can be obtained by considering the mechanisms involved in nanoparticle nucleation and growth. When aerating the aqueous HAuCl₄ solution with CO gas, the precursor concentration increases continuously with increasing time. As the concentration reaches supersaturation, nucleation takes place and leads to a decrease in concentration. The continued decrease of the concentration is due to the growth of the particles. During the growth process, two growth mechanisms could take place or a combination of the two. The first growth mechanism is due to the formation of particles from coalescence of the nuclei only. The second growth mechanism is due to the coalescence of nuclei into simple and multiple twins with further growth from monomer attachment of Au atoms on the surface [16].
To produce monodispersed AuNPs with CO gas, the rate of nucleation must be high enough so that the precursor concentration does not continue to climb. Instead a large amount of nuclei are formed in a short period. Turkevich et al. found that the nucleation process consists of a polymerization step [29]. When the aqueous HAuCl₄ solution is neutral or acidic, the nucleus is formed by gold organic polymer. While the aqueous HAuCl₄ solution is alkaline, a polymerization of gold hydroxide takes place [16,30]. The rate of growth of these nuclei should be fast enough to decrease the concentration below the nucleation concentration rapidly. This results in the creation of a limited number of seed particles. The rate of growth must be slow enough that the growth period is long compared with the nucleation period. This produces AuNPs with narrowed size distributions which are the result of the limited nucleation period.

Factors affecting AuNP synthesis
Since the morphology is found to depend strongly on injection flow rates and HAuCl₄ concentrations, a relationship between the HAuCl₄ concentration and gas-injection flow rates on particle monodispersity can be found. Solution stir speeds during synthesis were examined and it was found that stir speeds had an effect on synthesis and played a role in nanoparticle size disparities. Slow solution stir speeds had the biggest affect on solutions aerated at a flow rate of 16.9 mL/min or below. Increasing the stir speed of the solution aided in the solubility and dispersal of the CO gas molecules during synthesis. It was found that adjusting the gas-injection flow rate compensated for a reduction or increase in solution stir speed. The gas diffuser pore size affected the synthesis process considerably when the solution was at a standstill or stirred at a relatively slow speed below
75 rpm. Once the solution stir speed approached and/or crossed the 75 rpm threshold, injection-hole size produced only small variances. Once the stir speed reached 500 rpm, there was no difference between samples produced with different diffuser pore sizes, and only the Au concentration or gas-injection flow rates affected particle sizes. Therefore, the solution stirring speed was maintained at 500 rpm to isolate the gas-injection flow rate and Au concentration effect on nanoparticle synthesis.

A chloroauric concentration of 0.03 mM and an inlet gas flow of 16.9 mL/min stirred at 500 rpm resulted in coalescence and growth of nanoparticles before the nucleation reached equilibrium. In essence, the induction period was initiated with a slow autocatalytic rise in the number of nuclei due to the lack of sufficient reducing agent in the solution. Because of this slow nucleus formation, new nuclei were being formed while existing nuclei had already undergone coalescence resulting in polydispersity. Increasing the flow rate to 25.5 mL/min increased the autocatalytic rise in the number of nuclei. Particle growth took place after cessation of the nucleation process resulting in monodispersity. This is illustrated by the fact that the particle distribution curve for Figure 2B consisted of particle sizes in the range of 4 to 6 nm as opposed to the range of 2 to 17 nm (Figure 2A). By increasing the flow rate further (Figure 2C), rapid coalescence of the nuclei takes place. The resulting polydispersity of the sol at increased gas-injection flow rates is still marginal compared to the lower flow rate of 16.9 mL/min. When comparing the spectra of Figure 2A, B, C the more polydispersed sample possesses a broadened spectrum. This is illustrated in more detail (see Additional file 2).

Increasing HAuCl₄ concentration

When the chloroauric acid concentration approached 0.2 mM, the gas-injection flow rate had a less pronounced effect on the spectra symmetry yet the flow rate continued to dictate the monodispersity of the particles. When particles were synthesized from a chloroauric acid concentration of 0.3 mM, the most monodispersed sample was produced at a flow rate of 25.5 mL/min. The mean diameter for this sample was 9 nm with a standard deviation of 11%.

As the concentration increased to 0.5 mM, 20 to 25 nm particles were produced. Continual increase of the chloroauric acid concentration beyond 0.5 to 0.6 mM only produced small changes in nanoparticle size with increased absorbance. The standard deviation for the AuNPs produced at 0.6 mM was 8% indicating monodispersity. As the concentration was increased to 1 mM, nanoparticles approaching 30 nm in diameter were produced but the standard deviation approached 20%. Further doubling the concentration to 2 mM had no uniform effect on particle growth, with the majority of the particles in the 30 nm size regime and some of the particles in the 40 to 55 nm size regime with a standard deviation approaching 35%. The UV-visible spectra of the sol prepared at different concentrations (Figure 4), increasing from 0.02 to 1 mM, shows an increase in absorbance which correlates to an increase in particle concentration and volume. Figure 5 shows the pronounced red shifting of the plasmon, which is associated with increased nanoparticle size. The red shift of the plasmon is further illustrated (see Additional file 3). This shifting effect is in line with the prediction described by Mie theory [1,2]. The statistical analysis of

![Figure 3 XPS spectrum of AuNPs synthesized via CO gas reduction.](image)

![Figure 4 Effect of increasing chloroauric acid concentrations on nanoparticle spectral profile.](image)
the particles synthesized from aqueous solutions of HAuCl₄ ranging from 0.02 to 0.6 mM revealed an average standard deviation of approximately 11%.

**Influence of pH on AuNP synthesis**

It is known that pH is a factor influencing the nucleation and growth of AuNPs [13,16,30]. Since the synthesis process takes place in an acidic environment, the particle is formed from gold polymer with a small contribution from gold hydroxide polymer reduction. As the concentration of chloroauric acid increases, the pH of the solution decreases (see Additional file 4) resulting in particle formation solely by gold polymer reduction. In an acidic environment, the effective monodispersed particle size threshold was reached at approximately 25 nm. The effective monodispersed threshold was defined as a standard deviation below 13%. As previously mentioned, continual increase of the chloroauric concentration eventually resulted in adverse affects on nanoparticle monodispersity. To further grow particles and maintain monodispersity, HAuCl₄ hydrolysis was explored. The addition of potassium carbonate (K₂CO₃) to generate an alkaline solution for gold hydroxide polymer reduction was systematically investigated. It was found that the speciation of HAuCl₄ had great influence on the size and monodispersity of the AuNPs. As the pH increased, speciation of aqueous HAuCl₄ occurred.

Adding K₂CO₃ raised the pH of the solution by allowing hydrolysis of HAuCl₄ to take place to form gold hydroxide solution. A 200 mL aqueous HAuCl₄ solution, with a concentration of 0.1 mM, was prepared by adding fresh gold to 200 mL of DI water. This solution was aged in an amber bottle, and light protected in a 4°C environment for a minimum of 72 h prior to use. A 0.5 N stock solution of K₂CO₃ was prepared and stirred for a minimum of 1 h. After aging, the chloroauric acid solution was allowed to gradually rise to 22°C. The pH was measured to be 3.6. HAuCl₄ (0.1 mM) aqueous solution with various pH values were prepared by the addition of K₂CO₃ aqueous solution into 20 mL of HAuCl₄ aqueous solution and shaken vigorously for a minimum of 1 min. This solution was allowed to age for 15 min before introduction of CO gas. The pH values of the aqueous solutions, measured prior to reduction, ranged from 4.25 to 11.4.

Figure 6 shows UV-visible absorption spectra of AuNPs prepared by reduction of hydrolyzed HAuCl₄ at various pH. At pH = 4.25, the acquired AuNPs exhibited a symmetric spectrum with a surface plasmon resonance (SPR) peak at 512 nm. When the pH increased to 6.6, there was a SPR shift to 527 nm. When the pH increased to 7.45, the SPR peak position did not change much at 528 nm, and the SPR peak remained symmetric. The SPR feature changed abruptly when the pH was 9.34 showing a broad feature originating at 559 nm. The SPR peak red-shifted further when the pH increased to 10.3. Absorption in the NIR region also gained significant intensity.

Previous experimental and theoretical results demonstrated that AuCl₄ undergoes a pH-dependant stepwise hydrolysis which gives way to [AuCl₄(OH)₄⁻][30,31]. The extent of hydrolysis in turn depends on the pH which gives an indication of the amount of OH⁻ available for hydrolysis. When the pH is low, [AuCl₄]⁻ ions dominate the solution. As the pH is increased to 4.25, [AuCl₄]⁻ concentration is lowered and the contribution...
It was observed that hydrolysis of $[\text{AuCl}_4^-]$ started to occur within minutes after the addition of $\text{K}_2\text{CO}_3$ indicating immediate formation of the $[\text{AuCl}_x(\text{OH})_{4-x}]^-$ species. It was further observed that Au colloid, of varying sizes, were produced when $\text{K}_2\text{CO}_3$ and $\text{HAuCl}_4$ concentrations and gas-injection flow rates remained constant and only aging times varied. This indicated that aging the gold hydroxide solution, before the addition of CO gas, had a strong influence on the outcome of the reaction.

By controlling the development of the $[\text{AuCl}_x(\text{OH})_{4-x}]^-$ species, colloids of various sizes can be synthesized using CO as a reducing agent. When the pH is sufficiently high, the resultant aging process can generate coalescence of $[\text{Au}(\text{OH})_4]$ initiating a limited nucleation process absent of a reducing agent. This nucleation process is out of favor with the requirements necessary for generating monodispersed nanoparticles. Thus proper aging times must be determined to synthesize monodispersed nanoparticles of a particular size from a given $\text{K}_2\text{CO}_3$ and $\text{HAuCl}_4$ concentration. Exploiting the control of $[\text{AuCl}_x(\text{OH})_{4-x}]^-$ species development, by addition of $\text{K}_2\text{CO}_3$ and aging of the solution, Au colloid in the ranges of 15 to 100 nm in diameter were produced.

Spectra A and B in Figure 7 show the UV-visible spectra of Au colloid produced from a mixture of 200 mL 0.38 mM $\text{HAuCl}_4$ aqueous solution and $\text{K}_2\text{CO}_3$ (2.71 mM) aged at 30 and 40 min, respectively, in solution reduction volumes of 40 mL. Both SPR peaks were well ordered with a SPR peak at 536 nm for the 30-min aged solution and 546 nm for the 40-min aged solution. Both solutions were aerated with CO gas at an inlet gas flow rate of 25.5 mL/min. The red-shift and dampening of the SPR peak indicated an increase in particle size. The effect of the solution volume being aerated was explored to determine if the amount of solution being aerated had an effect on nanoparticle size and monodispersity. Spectra C, D, and E in Figure 7 were produced from AuNPs synthesized from a 200 mL 0.38 mM $\text{HAuCl}_4$ aqueous solution with $\text{K}_2\text{CO}_3$ (3.62 mM) aged for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pH Before synthesis</th>
<th>pH After synthesis</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Stability After 1 h stored at 22°C</th>
<th>Stability After 6 h stored at 22°C</th>
<th>Stability After 2 months Stored at 4°C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>Light pink</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>Small aggregation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>Light pink</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>Small aggregation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.55</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>Light red</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>Small aggregation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>5.92</td>
<td>Light red</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>Stable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.45</td>
<td>6.11</td>
<td>Light red</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>Stable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>6.42</td>
<td>Light red</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>Stable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.23</td>
<td>6.55</td>
<td>Medium red</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>Stable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.34</td>
<td>6.32</td>
<td>Purple</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>Medium aggregation</td>
<td>Heavy aggregation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>8.10</td>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>10.96</td>
<td>Light blue</td>
<td>Crashed</td>
<td>Crashed</td>
<td>Crashed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
30 min. The aeration volumes were 20, 40, and 50 mL, respectively. The amount of solution aerated had a small but noticeable effect on SPR peak position. The resulting SPR peak positions were 550, 553, and 554 nm for aeration volumes of 20, 40, and 50 mL, respectively.

Increasing the amount of K$_2$CO$_3$, in NaH AuCl$_4$ aqueous solution of known concentration, while decreasing the aging time, produced larger AuNPs while still maintaining monodispersity. Aqueous solutions of 200 mL 0.38 mM HAuCl$_4$ with 2.71 and 3.62 mM of K$_2$CO$_3$ aged for 30 min each at aeration volumes of 20, 40, and 50 mL, respectively. All samples were aerated at a gas flow rate of 25.5 mL/min.

By employing a combination of gold polymer reduction and gold hydrolyzed polymer reduction, particles sizes from ~4 to 100 nm can be synthesized. Figure 8 shows a TEM micrograph illustrating the different sizes available using CO as a reducing agent. Figures 8A, B, C, D, and E show TEM images of AuNPs synthesized without the addition of K$_2$CO$_3$. Figures 8E, F show AuNPs synthesized from a hydrolyzed solution of aqueous HAuCl$_4$ via the addition of K$_2$CO$_3$. The corresponding sizes of the AuNPs are 4, 6, 15, 25, 50, and ~100 nm with standard deviations of 7, 13, 8, 8, 10, and 11%, respectively.

Conclusions

These results indicate that AuNPs can be synthesized using CO as a reducing agent. CO offers tunability of nanoparticle sizes via altering HAuCl$_4$ concentration and flow rate. The fast synthesis rates, ease of tunability, and absence of cytotoxicity by products allow for these CO-based AuNPs to be optimized and readily produced for biomedical and industrial applications. The manipulation of the solution pH and speciation of HAuCl$_4$ to control particle morphology may also be used as a means to tune the particle size. TEM micrographs and UV-visible spectral analysis confirm that the CO-based AuNPs are monodispersed upon synthesis. Future work will focus on how temperatures, upon synthesis, affect morphology. Nanoparticle surface chemistry and functionalization will also be explored. Cytotoxicity of the CO-based AuNPs in human cell lines will subsequently be investigated and compared against citrate-based nanoparticles.

Methods

Chemicals and materials

Hydrogen tetrachloroaurate III trihydrate (HAuCl$_4$·3H$_2$O, 99.99%), and absolute ethanol (C$_2$H$_5$OH, 99.5%) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as received. Carbon monoxide (CO, 99%) was supplied by Matheson-Trigas. All solutions were prepared using ultrapure water (18 Mohm Millipore Milli-Q water).

Pre-synthesis

All chloroauric acid solutions were aged in individual amber bottles under 4°C and light protected for a minimum of 3 days prior to use. All glassware used in the following procedures were cleaned in a bath of freshly prepared aqua regia solution (3 parts HCL acid to 1 part HNO$_3$ acid) and rinsed thoroughly with ethanol three times and then rigorously rinsed four times with copious amounts of pure grade water and oven dried prior to use. Stirring was conducted by a PTFE-coated magnetic stir bar which was cleaned and dried in the same manner as the glassware.

Carbon monoxide-based synthesis of pure aqueous HAuCl$_4$ solution

Several chloroauric acid solutions were prepared for utilization with CO reduction. Various weights of fresh chloroauric acid were dissolved in individual amber bottles containing water (200 mL). At least two separate batches of all solution concentrations were employed to confirm reproducibility. One set of solutions consisted of varying concentrations of chloroauric acid (0.01 to 0.09 mM in 0.01 mM increments) and HAuCl$_4$ (1 mM) and HAuCl$_4$ (2 mM) solutions were prepared. A solution of HAuCl$_4$ (1 wt%) was also prepared. Gold nanoparticles synthesized by CO reduction, with average diameter nanoparticles ranging from 4.5 to 52 nm were prepared as described below. For each HAuCl$_4$ concentration five volumes (40 mL) were prepared. Each sample was aerated at different flow rates controlled by a control valve. The gas entered the solution via a 60 um pore gas diffuser (Fisher Scientific) attached to the end of the gas supply line downstream of the control valve. The five solutions were exposed to CO.
gas at flow rates of 16.9, 25.45, 31.59, 37.0, and 42.9 mL/min, respectively. The solution temperature, prior to aeration, was maintained between 20 and 22°C.

Carbon monoxide-based synthesis of pH adjusted HAuCl₄ solution and hydrolyzed HAuCl₄ solution

A 200 mL aqueous HAuCl₄ solution, with a concentration of 0.1 mM, was prepared by adding fresh gold to 200 mL of ultrapure Milli-Q water. This solution was aged in an amber bottle in light protected 4°C environment for a minimum of 72 h prior to use. After aging, the chloroauric acid solution was allowed to gradually rise to 22°C. A fresh stock solution of potassium carbonate (0.5 N) was prepared and stirred for a minimum of 1 h. HAuCl₄ aqueous solutions with various pH values were prepared by the addition of certain amounts of K₂CO₃ aqueous solution into of HAuCl₄ (0.1 mM) aqueous solution (20 mL) and shaken vigorously for a minimum of 1 min. This solution was allowed to age for 15 min before introduction of CO gas. The pH values of the aqueous solutions, measured prior to reduction, ranged from 4.25 to 11.4. Additionally several aqueous HAuCl₄ (0.38 mM) solutions (200 mL) were prepared by adding fresh gold to ultrapure Milli-Q water (200 mL). These solutions were allowed to age for a minimum of 72 h. K₂CO₃ (75 mg, 2.71 mM) was added to two HAuCl₄ (0.38 mM) solutions (200 mL) and aged for 30 and 40 min, respectively. K₂CO₃ (100 mg, 3.62 mM) was added to a HAuCl₄ (0.38 mM) solution (200 mL) and aged for 30 min. All solutions were aerated with CO gas at an inlet flow rate of 25.5 mL/min.

Nanoparticle characterization

Sample size distributions were determined by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) performed using a JEOL 1230 High Contrast-Transmission Electron Microscope (HC-TEM) operating between 80 and 100 kV. Samples were prepared for both instruments by contacting a AuNP (10 μL) drop with a carbon film coated 200 mesh copper grid. The grids were placed in a spotlessly clean container, covered and allowed to dry completely before use.

The optical response of the gold nanoparticles was determined by examining the optical extinction spectra of aqueous samples in 1 cm path length polystyrene cuvettes using a Varian Cary 300 UV-visible spectrophotometer. The UV-visible spectra were acquired at wavelengths between 400 to 800 nm. Distilled water was used as the reference and the blank for baseline subtraction.

XPS was carried out using a PHI Quantera SXM system. The soft X-ray source consisted of aluminum with
source energy of 1486.7 eV. The take off angle was set at 45°. Precut silicon wafers 4.5 mm × 5 mm were cleaned by immersion in a 3:1 H$_2$SO$_4$:H$_2$O$_2$ (piranha) solution for 15 min and rinsed with ultrapure Milli-Q water then dried. The sample was prepared by concentrating the AuNPs and dropping colloidal solution on precut silicon wafers. They were placed in a spotlessly clean container, covered and allowed to dry.

**Additional material**

**Additional file 1: Thermodynamics of HAuCl$_4$ reduction in aqueous solutions using carbon monoxide as a reducing agent.** The entire process is performed between 20 and 22°C and a pressure of 1 atm. The pH of the solution varies as a function of HAuCl$_4$ concentration. Nernst equation describes potential of electrochemical cell as a function of concentrations of ions taking part in the reaction:

\[
E = E^0 - \frac{RT}{nF} \ln(Q)
\]

(1a)

where $E^0$ is the standard reduction potential, $R$ is the absolute gas constant = 8.3144 J/(mol K), $F$ is Faraday constant = 96484.6 C/mol, $T$ is the absolute temperature = 295.15 K, $n$ is number of electrons, and $Q$ is the reaction quotient. RT/F can be considered constant.

\[
Q = \frac{[C]^d[D]^b}{[A]^m[B]^n}
\]

(M2a)

\[
E = E^0 - \frac{RT}{nF} \ast 2.303 \ast \log(Q)
\]

(M3a)

The CO gas is injected at a flow rate of 25 45 mL/min in 40 mL aqueous sample volumes. A water saturation constant of 0.26 g per 1 kg at 22°C is used.

\[
\text{Au}^{3+} + 2e^- \rightarrow \text{Au}^0 \quad E^0(V) = 1.52
\]

(M4a)

\[
\text{AuCl}_4^{-} + 2e^- \rightarrow \text{AuCl}_2^{-} + 2\text{Cl}^- \quad E^0(V) = 0.926
\]

(M5a)

\[
\text{AuCl}_2^{-} + e^- \rightarrow \text{Au}^0 + 2\text{Cl}^- \quad E^0(V) = 1.154
\]

(M6a)

\[
\text{AuCl}_4^{-} + 3e^- \rightarrow \text{Au}^0 + 4\text{Cl}^- \quad E^0(V) = 1.002
\]

(M7a)

\[
\text{CO(g)} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{CO}_2\text{(aq)} + 2e^- + 2\text{H}^+ \quad E^0(V) = 0.11
\]

(M8a)

\[
\text{CO(g)} + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{CO}_3^{-} + 2e^- + 3\text{H}^+ \quad E^0(V) = -0.101
\]

(M9a)

Redox potentials (7) and (8) are given at pH 0. The redox potentials are pH-dependent and must be adjusted for the varying pH values.

**Additional file 2: Effect of CO flow rate on nanoparticle spectral profile.** Normalized UV-visible spectra of nanoparticles synthesized from a chloroauric acid concentration of 0.03 mM aerated at 16.9, 25.5, and 37.0 mL/min corresponding to A, B, and C, respectively. The effect of the gas flow rate during synthesis is illustrated by a comparison of the three spectra.

**Additional file 3: Plasmon peak position and absorbance value as a function of chloroauric acid concentration.** The chloroauric acid concentration ranging from 0.01 to 1 mM. The data is plotted on a logarithmic scale. As the HAuCl$_4$ concentration increases the absorbance intensity increases with an accompanying red-shift of the plasmon peak position.

**Additional file 4: pH values before and after AuNP synthesis.** pH values for given HAuCl$_4$ concentrations ranging from 0.02 to 0.1 mM in 0.01 mM increments and from 0.1 to 0.5 mM in 0.1 mM increments. The x-axis is plotted on a logarithmic scale. The inset shows the pH values of the AuNP solutions from 0.01 to 0.1 mM and plotted on a linear scale. As the reduction of HAuCl$_4$ by CO takes place, H$^+$ ions are liberated decreasing the pH of the solution. All pH measurements were taken at room temperature.

**Abbreviations**

CO: carbon monoxide; AuNP: gold nanoparticle; HC-TEM: high contrast-transmission electron microscope; rpm: revolutions per minute; SPR: surface plasmon resonance; TEM: transmission electron microscopy; XPS: X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.
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Abstract—The theranostic potential of several nanostructures has been discussed in the context of photothermal therapies and imaging. In the last several decades, the burden of cancer has grown rapidly, making the need for new theranostic approaches vital. Lasers have emerged as promising tools in cancer treatment, especially with the advent of photothermal therapies wherein light absorbing dyes or plasmonic gold nanoparticles are used to generate heat and achieve tumor damage. Recently, photoabsorbing nanostructures have materialized that can be employed in conjunction with lasers in the near-infrared region in order to enhance both imaging and photothermal effects. The incorporation of tunable nanostructures has resulted in improved specificity in cancer treatment. Silica-cored gold nanoshells and gold nanorods currently serve as the chief plasmonic structures for photothermal therapy. Although gold nanorods and silica-cored gold nanoshells have shown promise as therapeutic agents, over the past few years new nanostructures have emerged that offer comparable and even superior theranostic properties. In the present review, several theranostic agents and their impact on the development of more effective photothermal therapies for the treatment of cancer are discussed. These agents include hollow gold nanoshells, gold gold-sulfide nanoparticles, gold nanocages, carbon and titanium nanotubes, photothermal-based nanobubbles, polymeric nanoparticles and copper-based nanocrystals.

Keywords—Nanoparticles, Ablation, Therapy, Near-infrared, Cancer, Imaging, Plasmonics.

INTRODUCTION

Cancer is a leading cause of death worldwide; in 2007, it accounted for nearly 8 million deaths, and in 2030 this number is projected to increase to 12 million. A critical challenge in dealing with such high incidence of cancer revolves around the separation between diagnosis, treatment and subsequent imaging to confirm therapeutic effect. Theranostics have emerged recently as a way to combine these three phases of medical treatment, thus decreasing time and improving efficacy of treatment. The ideal theranostic approach is capable of several tunable functions ranging from imaging to treatment with accurate targeting of cancer specific cells.

Photothermal therapy, in which photo-responsive agents such as gold-based nanoparticles (NPs) are employed to achieve selective heating, can be used as a theranostic treatment. The optical response is the result of the optical properties of metallic nanoparticles that are dominated by the plasmon, a collective excitation of the conduction electrons. This collective oscillation is determined by the boundary conditions at the surface and when it reaches a maximum it is termed the surface plasmon resonance (SPR). The optical response of the metallic nanoparticles depends on factors that affect the electron charge density on the surface such as atomic makeup, size, morphology and surrounding medium at the interface and can be described with Mie theory calculations. For example, the generalized Mie theory scattering approach can be employed to calculate the absorption and scattering cross sections of gold nanoshell geometries. The gold nanoshell geometry can be described as consisting of a spherical core of radius $R_1$ with a dielectric constant $\epsilon_1$. Surrounding this core is a concentric gold shell for a total nanoparticle radius $R_2$ where the shell thickness is given as $R_2 - R_1$. The gold shell bulk dielectric function $\epsilon(a, \omega)$ consists of a frequency dependent experimental dielectric function $\epsilon(\omega)_{\text{exp}}$ and a size dependent modification of the bulk collisional frequency $\Gamma$, and is written as
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\[ \varepsilon(a, \omega) = \varepsilon(\omega)_{\text{exp}} + \varepsilon_p^2/(\varepsilon_r^2 + i\omega\tau_{\text{bulk}}) - \varepsilon_p^2/(\varepsilon_r^2 + i\omega\Gamma) \]

where \( \Gamma = \gamma_{\text{bulk}} + A \times V_F/a \), \( \gamma_{\text{bulk}} \) is the bulk collisional frequency, \( V_F \) is the fermi velocity, \( A \) depends on the theory used to derive the expression, \( a \) is the shell thickness \( (R_2 - R_1) \) and \( \omega_p \) is the bulk plasmon frequency of gold.

For calculating the optical response of particles with non-spherical geometries, metallic or otherwise, Mie theory can be extended by Gan theory and discrete dipole approximation (DDA) and is described in detail by El-Sayed and coworkers. While Gan theory was developed for short cylindrical shapes, DDA provides a practical and straightforward approach to analyze the effects of size and geometry on the plasmonic response of the nanoparticles possessing many different morphologies. An alternative and more rigorous mathematical approach, based on Maxwell’s equations, to calculate the light scattering from non-spherical particles is the implementation of the T-matrix technique. Mishchenko and coworkers provide a detailed analysis of Waterman’s T-matrix approach to compute light scattering characteristics of single, ensemble, aggregated, and extreme particle geometry sets.

Utilization of such plasmonic agents, both spherical and non-spherical, allows for both imaging of cancerous tissue and initiation of cellular hyperthermia in a localized area. The theranostic effect is the result of surface plasmon oscillations and electronic transitions between states which produce thermal energy via light-to-heat conversions, and in some cases the result of mechanical action. These processes are triggered by the irradiation of the photothermal agents which exhibit enhanced optical absorption properties in the visible and near-infrared (NIR) region. Furthermore, these optical properties are tunable which allows for the targeting of the transparency window, a region where NIR light is transmitted through biological tissue with relatively low scattering and minimal heating, since it is above the absorption of biological molecules like hemoglobin and below the absorption of water. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. NIR light has also been shown to penetrate up to 2 mm depths with no normal tissue damage and little attenuation.

Laser initiated hyperthermia, in which cellular tissue is raised to the denaturant temperature of 44 °C, holds the potential to provide a minimally invasive alternative to current invasive treatments for millions of men and women who are diagnosed with cancer. Laser initiated hyperthermia is used in two main modes, continuous wave (CW) and pulsed laser. Halas and West conducted the first pioneering work on inducing CW mode for nanoshell-mediated near-infrared photothermal therapy. Zharov et al. were first to explore pulsed mode in cancer applications for detection and killing of individual tumor cells via photothermal-induced bubbles around absorbing NPs and its clusters in cells. These photothermal effects have been utilized to selectively target and ablate cancer cells, as well as for controlled gene release, drug delivery and imaging. Pissuwan et al. provided a comprehensive analysis of the therapeutic possibilities of photothermally heated gold nanoparticles while Hirsch et al. provide a detailed overview of metal nanoshell use in therapeutic applications. Zharov et al. examined self-assembling nanoclusters in living systems that serve as applications for use in integrated photothermal nanodiagnostic and therapy. Currently, silica-based gold nanoshells and gold nanorods are the chief structures that have been utilized in photothermal therapeutics. However, in the present review, we will discuss several recently developed unconventional theranostic agents for photothermal therapy. These theranostic agents consist of gold-based plasmonic particles such as hollow gold nanoshells, gold nanocages, and gold gold-sulfide (GGS) NPs, as well as carbon and titanium oxide nanotubes, photothermal-based bubbles (PTB), polymeric NP composites and copper-based nanocrystals.

**HOLLOW GOLD NANOSHELLS**

Hollow gold nanoshells (HGNs) are similar structures to silica-cored gold nanoshells in which a gold shell of a certain thickness surrounds a core material of a given diameter. Unlike silica-based gold nanoshells, HGN cores are made up of the surrounding media.
Many researchers have taken advantage of templated galvanic replacement reactions of metals for gold to create simple and reproducible routes to synthesize 20–50 nm diameter HGNs for use in biomedical applications. As in previous templated galvanic replacement methods, the core particle is sacrificed; the metal salt that makes up the nanoshell is reduced to metal if it has a greater standard reduction potential than the template metal, which is oxidized to a molecular solution.

Zhang and coworkers have produced nearly monodispersed HGNs with tunable interior and exterior diameters by sacrificial galvanic replacement of cobalt nanoparticles. In a typical HGN synthesis, sacrificial cobalt NPs are first synthesized by deoxygenating water that is kept under an argon purge. Cobalt(II) chloride is then added to the aqueous solution and reduced with sodium borohydride in the presence of sodium citrate. Upon ensuring complete hydrolysis of the sodium borohydride, chloroauric acid was added. Upon completion of the gold addition, the particles are exposed to ambient conditions to oxidize the remaining cobalt metal left in solution.

The inner diameter and wall thickness can be adjusted leading to complete control of the optical properties of particles ranging from 20 to 70 nm. This makes it possible to tune the peak of the surface plasmon band absorption. In addition, Zhang and coworkers observed that by varying the wall thickness and particle size it is possible to tune the plasmon absorption across much of the visible spectrum as shown in Fig. 2a, UV–Vis–NIR data.

Li and coworkers also used cobalt cores as sacrificial templates to synthesize HGNs. They showed both the selective destruction of epidermal growth factor (EGFR)-positive cancer cells in vitro and the enhanced delivery to EGFR-positive tumors in vivo using anti-EGFR monoclonal antibody conjugated HGNs.

---

**FIGURE 2.** (a) UV–Vis–NIR absorption spectra of nine HGN samples with varying diameters and wall thicknesses. (b) Image showing the color range of HGN solutions. The vial on the far left contains solid gold nanoparticles, the rest are HGNs with varying diameters and wall thicknesses. Reprinted with permission from Luther et al. Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society.
initial photothermal characterization studies, Li and coworkers incubated HGNs with C225 antibodies that shifted the plasmon peak from 828 nm to 810 nm. They tested the photothermal effects of the C225 conjugated HGNs in solutions using a continuous laser at 808 nm. Exposure of aqueous solutions of C225-HGNs to an 8 W/cm² laser intensity caused heating of the solutions. The temperature of the solutions containing 3.7 × 10¹⁰ and 7.3 × 10¹⁰ nanoshells/mL increased with increasing exposure time and reached plateaus at 34.8 and 41.5 °C after ~4 min of light exposure. Without HGNs there was a slight temperature increase observed.

For the in vitro studies, Li and coworkers incubated human squamous carcinoma cells with C225 conjugated HGNs tuned to the NIR region (810 nm) for 1 h. Light scattering images of the cells incubated with C225-HGNs and with IgG–HGNs were compared. They observed a 10-fold increase in scattering signal from the cells treated with C225-HGNs compared to those treated with IgG–HGNs. Cells were irradiated with NIR laser light centered at 808 nm at an intensity of 40 W/cm² for 5 min and then incubated for 24 h. The cells were then washed and stained with Calcein AM for visualization of live cells and ethidium homodimer-1 (EthD-1) for visualization of dead cells. Li observed that the control, C225-HGNs alone, irradiation alone, and IgG–HGNs plus laser groups showed no observable damage to the cancer cells. Contrarily, most of the cells treated with C225-HGNs followed by NIR laser irradiation were lysed. The remaining cells stained with Calcein (green) were more rounded possibly as a result of condensation of skeleton proteins. Some of the cells that were stained with EthD-1 (red) 24 h after laser treatment had already lost cellular integrity. Li and coworkers have shown that immuno-HGNs targeted to EGFR selectively bind to EGFR-positive cells and destroy these cells via a photothermal effect.

Because of their relatively small size (~30 nm in diameter), optical properties, and ease of surface modification, targeted HGNs may find increasing applications in photothermal ablation therapy. A possible disadvantage of using HGNs is the potential for the particle shells to collapse under thermal stress, forming a colloidal structure. Zasadzinski and coworkers showed that under irradiation 350 μJ with a pulsed laser for 10 min, HGNs at the resonant frequency of the laser broke apart and/or collapsed forming stable smaller colloidal structures.69 The loss of structural integrity within the shell under laser irradiation could lead to lower transduction efficiencies and ineffective ablative properties for use as a therapeutic agent if longer irradiation time is needed during photothermal therapy. It is possible to counteract this effect by coating the HGN surface with a thin silica layer thus making the HGNs more thermally stable. Emelianov and coworkers showed that adding a silica coating to gold nanorod surface increased thermal stability.7 Teranishi and coworkers successfully coated AuNPs with silica that withstood temperatures in excess of 600 °C for 30 min.36

**GOLD GOLD-SULFIDE NANOPARTICLES**

Other researchers have explored replacing the silica-cores, found in traditional nanoshells, with other core structures. One popular core/shell configuration is based on a gold-sulfide core surrounded by a pure gold shell. Zhou et al. first synthesized GGS NPs that exhibited strong NIR absorbing properties.110 GGS NPs are composed of a gold-sulfide core covered by an exterior gold layer. There has been debate as to the precise structure of the particles; that is, whether a discrete gold-sulfide core and gold shell exists, or whether gold-sulfide aggregates are formed.2 Ultimately the core–shell NP model fits experimental data, and additionally X-ray diffraction has indicated the presence of a gold-sulfide composite core with a continuous gold surface.71,78,105

GGS NPs for therapeutic and imaging applications are generally synthesized in the range of 35–55 nm in diameter with a SPR near 800–900 nm, compared to gold silica nanoshells which range from 120 to 140 nm for the same resonant wavelength.2 This size difference may prove advantageous, as models have suggested that particles with diameter <100 nm will move closer to the endothelium layer, potentially improving tumor extravasation16 and experimental data suggests that peak gold uptake occurs for diameters between 30 and 50 nm.14 When comparing absorbing efficiency of GGS NPs to gold silica using Mie scattering theory, it has been shown that GGS NPs absorb more efficiently at 98–99%, compared to gold silica which has been shown to absorb at 67–85%.25 The increased absorption efficiency is attributed to the fact that the smaller GGS NPs have a higher absorption cross-sectional area ratio. This could result in lower laser power or fewer particles needed for GGS-mediated photothermal therapy compared to equivalent optical density of gold silica NPs.26 Based on these advantages, GGS NPs are a promising candidate for treatment of cancer tumors using photothermal therapy.

Synthesis of GGS NPs proceeds by self-assembly using chloroauric acid and sodium sulfide. When the ratio of chloroauric acid and sodium sulfide is altered, the SPR of the particles ranges from 600 to >1000 nm.83 During the synthesis process, the NIR peak of the NPs...
shifts and narrows after each addition step. As a byproduct of the one pot synthesis method, small pure gold colloids are formed. These gold colloids are generally 5–10 nm in diameter, yet some colloids can be the same size as the GGS shells. After the self-assembly, the smaller gold colloid may be removed so as to reduce reticulo-endothelial system uptake and other innate immune defense responses. The removal of the smaller colloidal byproduct requires multiple centrifugation steps. GGS NPs are synthesized with bare gold surfaces that allow surface functionalization with antibodies or other molecules for targeting capabilities. In order to avoid NP clearance and stabilize the particles, PEGylation of the GGS NPs is necessary for in vivo applications. The ease of the single step synthesis of GGS NPs is attractive, as it may reduce production costs, suggesting easy scale-up applications. A disadvantage of using GGS presents itself when the colloidal byproducts produced during synthesis are the same size as the resultant GGS shells. Under these conditions the byproduct would not be able to be removed from the GGS sample.

Day et al. performed in vitro experiments using anti-HER2 conjugated GGS NPs (~40 nm) backfilled with PEG to target breast carcinoma cells that overexpress the HER2 receptor. Low pulsed laser powers of the range 1 J/cm² were utilized for visualization of the cells, while higher laser powers around 48 J/cm² were used for photothermal ablation of the cancerous cells. At the low range, no loss in cell viability was observed. On the contrary, at the higher laser power of 48 J/cm², EthD-1 fluorescence and membrane blebbing was observed within 30 s of irradiation, indicating successful cell death by photothermal ablation (Fig. 3).

Gobin et al. evaluated in vivo distribution of GGS NPs after 24 and 48 h accumulation periods. By looking at the ratio of gold in the tumor compared to the spleen and liver, they were able to determine the efficiency of tumor uptake, taking into account NP clearance. These experiments indicated that GGS NPs avoid NP clearance and accumulate in tumors, and that they remain in the circulation for extended periods. Additionally, photothermal destruction of tumor cells was seen with CW NIR irradiation of the GGS particles (808 nm with 4 W/cm² intensity for 3 min), resulting in increased survival as seen in Fig. 4. Ultimately, with further optimization of laser power, accumulation time, and NP concentrations, GGS NPs may be a superior photothermal option to compliment the treatment of cancer.

GOLD NANOCAGES

Researchers have also developed other structures that are synthesized in a similar manner to HGNs that possess comparable optical, morphological and thermal properties. Examples of such structures are gold nanocages. Developed by Xia and coworkers, gold nanocages are a type of hollow and porous gold nanostructure that are formed by a galvanic replacement between silver nanocubes and chloroauric acid in aqueous solution. Gold nanocages represent a novel class of nanomaterials that are particularly attractive as photothermal transducers for therapeutic applications due to their absorbance in the NIR.

In a typical reaction, an aqueous solution of chloroauric acid is slowly titrated into a boiling solution...
suspension of silver nanocubes. Due to the different electrochemical potentials between silver and gold, the silver will give up its electrons and dissolve into the solution as ions while a thin layer of gold is deposited on the outer surface of the cube. By controlling the titrated amount of chloroauric acid into the reaction, the local SPR peak position of Au nanocages can be precisely tuned to any wavelength of interest in the range of 600–1200 nm. The general size for nanocages tuned to 800 nm is around 45 nm to 50 nm edge width. Figure 5 shows the UV–Vis–NIR spectra and TEM images of Au nanocages.

Attempts using gold nanocages for photothermal therapy have also been made recently mainly by Xia and Li. In vitro studies by Li and coworkers, a NIR femtosecond pulse laser was used to treat breast cancer cells in combination with HER-2 targeted 45 nm gold nanocages. Li was able to demonstrate selective photothermal destruction of cancer cells in vitro (Fig. 6). Breast cancer cells that were treated with immuno-functionalized gold nanocages and then irradiated by a 810 nm laser at an intensity of 1.5 W/cm² for 5 min showed a well-defined circular zone of dead cells. Li and coworkers found that the transition power range for inducing damage is between 0.9 and 1.5 W/cm². It was observed that the cell viability exhibits significant decrease at an irradiation intensity of ~1.5 W/cm².

In the in vivo studies by Xia and coworkers, they investigated the photothermal effect of the Au nanocages for selective destruction of neoplastic tissue using a bilateral tumor model. Ten athymic mice were subcutaneously injected into the right and left rear flanks with human glioblastoma cells. Five mice were injected with PEGylated Au nanocages in PBS and five mice were injected with saline. At 72 h post-injection, the tumor on the right rear flank of each mouse was subjected to photothermal treatment by exposure to the diode laser at an intensity of 0.7 W/cm² for 10 min. During laser treatment Xia and coworkers conducted full-body thermographic images as shown in Fig. 7. The average temperature of the irradiated area was plotted as a function of irradiation time. Xia observed that for the nanocage injected mice, the tumor surface temperature increased rapidly within 1 min to reach 50 °C and began to plateau after 2 min at ~54 °C. In the case of saline injected mice, the surface temperature remained below 37 °C during the entire treatment.

Xia and coworkers also monitored changes in tumor metabolism due to photothermal treatment using F-FDG PET. Measurement of tumor metabolism (Fig. 8) was performed before and after laser treatment for mice that had been intravenously injected with either saline or nanocages. Before laser irradiation, the images showed no significant difference between saline-injected mice and nanocage-injected mice. At 24 h post-laser treatment, Xia and coworkers reported a reduction in metabolic activity by 70% for nanocage laser treated mice. Xia also observed that there was no change in metabolic activity for saline treated mice, suggesting there is no benefit to laser treatment in the absence of Au nanocages. Photothermal damage of tumor cells in mice injected with Au nanocages was confirmed by histological examination showed marked degenerative changes of coagulative necrosis that was absent from tumors not treated with Au nanocages.

These results suggest that Au nanocages can serve as effective transducers for photothermal treatment of cancer. Like HGNs, Au nanocages present a drawback...
related to the thermal stability of the shell structure. Because the Au nanocages possess a hollow core, potential for shell collapse under sustained laser irradiation is high. The synthesis of Au nanocages is also more involved compared to the synthesis procedures for other NIR structures. The yield of Au nanocages during synthesis is small compared to other NIR particles due to the difficulty associated with scaling up the synthesis.87

**CARBON NANOTUBES**

Non gold-based nanostructures also hold great promise as theranostic agents. Carbon nanotubes are one such nanostructure that has shown great potential in various biological applications due to their unique physical and chemical properties.38,53,54 Researchers have found that functionalized single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs), made stable in physiological environments, are nontoxic in vitro and in vivo.41,51,77,91,96,100 Furthermore SWNTs have many intrinsic optical properties useful for biomedical imaging.13,52,93,94,103

SWNTs have strong optical absorption in the NIR region. The high absorbance of SWNTs in the NIR originates from electronic transitions between the first or second van Hove singularities of the nanotubes.4,65 By virtue of their high optical absorbance in the biological transparency window of ~700 nm–1.4 μm, SWNTs may also act as photothermal therapy agents for in vitro cell and in vivo tumor destruction.21,23,24,55,64,72,81,98,111 Figure 9 shows the high NIR absorbance of SWNTs solubilized in water.

Dai and coworkers81 exploited the optical properties of SWNTs at a single wavelength of 808 nm for in vitro radiation. They achieved selective cancer cell destruction by functionalization of SWNTs with a folate moiety that selectively targets the over expressed folate receptors on tumor cells, while the normal cells are unaffected. The nanotube samples used were Hipco SWNTs solubilized in the aqueous phase by noncovalently absorbing PEG-grafted phospholipids.
Figure 10 shows the selective targeting and killing of cancer cells in vitro using a NIR 808 nm laser. Choi and coworkers demonstrated in vivo ablation of solid malignant tumors by the combined treatments of SWNTs and NIR irradiation. Choi prepared an aqueous biocompatible SWNT-dispersed solution by noncovalently functionalizing Hipco SWNTs with PEG grafted phospholipids. The average lengths and the diameters of PEG–SWNTs were about 50–300 and 2–5 nm, respectively. In vivo therapeutic examinations were conducted against nude mice bearing human epidermoid mouth carcinoma tumor cells on their backs. Tumors were allowed to grow to approximately 70 mm³. PEG–SWNTs were then injected into the tumor regions via intratumoral injection. Mice were irradiated at an intensity of 76 W/cm² for 3 min. Figure 11 shows tumor volume changes of representative mice treated in different experimental groups. As clearly shown in Fig. 11a, the mice treated with PEG–SWNTs and NIR laser displayed almost no volume.

The SWNT-based photothermal therapies in these experiments demonstrate the great potential for SWNTs to be utilized in cancer therapy as theranostic agents. Further exploration on the potential use of carbon nanotubes for systemic delivery needs to be conducted. Bio-distribution analysis after systemic delivery also needs to be further explored to address the potential toxicity effects of free carbon nanotubes traversing the circulatory system.

TITANIUM OXIDE NANOTUBES

Another non gold-based optically sensitive nanostructure that has potential to serve as a therapeutic agent is based on titanium oxide. Titanium oxide
nanotubes (TiO$_2$ NTs) are highly functional materials with many interesting properties. TiO$_2$ NTs are known to be biocompatible and in recent years TiO$_2$ NTs have been explored for their potential use as in vivo photodecomposition catalysts, coatings for medical implants, augmentation of periimplant bone formation in vivo, and gene and drug delivery carriers.\textsuperscript{22,34,74,84,88,101,104} More recently, Lee and coworkers have exploited the optical properties of TiO$_2$ NTs for use as potential therapeutic agents for cancer photothermal therapy in combination with NIR light.\textsuperscript{30,45} TiO$_2$ NTs were produced by electrochemical anodization of Ti thin foils in an electrolyte consisting of ammonium fluoride and water in ethylene glycol at 60 V for 17 h.\textsuperscript{113} An SEM image of the TiO$_2$ NTs is
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shown in Fig. 12a. The TiO$_2$ NT layers were fragmented into small pieces with sizes <220 nm by using an ultrasonicator (Fig. 12b). A potential drawback to this synthesis method is the lack of monodispersity between the particles after sonication and fragmentation. Some of the particulate matter after fragmentation is larger than 500 nm, which limits the range of applications. The photothermal effects of TiO$_2$ NTs were studied by comparing with those of Au NPs and SWNTs. NIR light irradiation was carried out on TiO$_2$ NTs, Au NPs, and SWNTs using a high-power NIR laser (808 nm) source. The samples were irradiated continuously with an NIR laser at an intensity of 300 mW/cm$^2$ for 20 min. The temperature of the samples was measured at 30 s intervals and the results are shown in Fig. 13. The inner diameter of the TiO$_2$ NTs used in this experiment was ~100 nm. The diameter and length of the SWNTs were 1–1.2 nm and 5–20 μm, respectively, and the average diameter of the Au NPs was 50 nm.

To demonstrate the photothermal effect with TiO$_2$ NTs for use in in vivo applications, Lee and coworkers first performed initial studies in vitro.30 Annexin V-fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) apoptosis assays were performed on 5 mouse colon carcinoma cell sample groups to see their modes of cell deaths. The cells were incubated with PEG modified TiO$_2$ NTs and irradiated with an NIR laser at 300 mW/cm$^2$ for 20 min. Five groups were evaluated: a TiO$_2$ NTs− and laser− control, a TiO$_2$ NTs− and laser+ group, a
TiO$_2$ NT/NaCl+ and laser− group, a low concentration (12.5 mg/mL) TiO$_2$ NTs/NaCl suspension with laser + group, and high concentration (52.5 mg/mL) TiO$_2$ NTs/NaCl suspension with laser + group. Flow cytometry was performed and Lee and coworkers observed that the groups treated with TiO$_2$ NTs/NaCl suspensions and laser showed substantially higher cell death rates than those not given both laser

Flow cytometry was performed and Lee and coworkers observed that the groups treated with TiO$_2$ NTs/NaCl suspensions and laser showed substantially higher cell death rates than those not given both laser
They noticed that the cell death rate strongly depends on the concentration of TiO$_2$ NTs. Cells without TiO$_2$ NT treatment showed a viability of 97.8% and cells without laser treatment showed a viability of 96.4%. Combination of both laser and TiO$_2$ NTs shows cell viabilities of 0.77 and
0.0% for lower and higher TiO₂ NT concentrations, respectively, implying that most cells are killed.

Lee and coworkers conducted in vivo animal tests to confirm that TiO₂ NTs combined with NIR laser irradiation could efficiently destroy tumor cells, and to investigate the influence of the treatment parameters. They inoculated murine colon carcinoma tumor cells into mice and grew them to ~1.0 cm in diameter prior to treatment. Two concentrations (27.5 or 52.5 mg/mL) of TiO₂ NTs/NaCl suspension were then directly injected into the tumor. NIR laser treatment was performed at either 300 or 400 mW/cm² for 20 min. Lee et al. observed that the ablated areas appeared black owing to carbonization of the skin and tumor tissue by the photothermal energy generated during laser treatment. Comparison of the treated tumors revealed that photothermal damage on tumor cells strongly depends on the intensity and duration of the laser delivered. According to their in vivo animal test results, increasing any of the following four parameters can enhance the photothermal destruction efficiency of tumor cells; namely, the laser intensity, laser exposure time, amount of TiO₂ NTs suspension and TiO₂ NTs concentration.

Based on their results, Lee suggested that phototherapy based on TiO₂ NTs, in combination with NIR laser, is anticipated to be effectively utilized to cure various cancers such as cancer of the esophagus, gastric cancer, cancer of the colon, cancer of the skin, breast cancer, and liver cancer due to the excellent photothermal property as well as the high biocompatibility of TiO₂ NTs. Since the experiments utilizing TiO₂ NTs consisted of direct injections, there are many questions remaining concerning the delivery and specificity of the nanoparticles in a system where direct injection is not an option. Even so, TiO₂ nanoparticles are possible alternatives to current nanostructures as photothermal agents.

**PHOTOTHERMAL-BASED BUBBLES**

Another mechanism that shows great promise in theranostics is based on the vaporization of cellular
compartmental fluid using plasmonic NPs as a photothermal catalyst. The vaporization of the compartmental fluid leads to the formation of a bubble within the compartment and surrounding area. This phenomenon is termed photothermal-based bubbles (PTB). PTB therapy hinges on mechanical rather than thermal destruction of cancer cells. This is a slight deviation from the widespread use of plasmon resonant NPs for photothermal ablation. PTBs are transient photothermal vapor bubbles generated by various absorbing nanostructures including the AuNPs that combine high optical brightness with local mechanical impact. The use of PTBs addresses the in vivo imaging limitations presented by low scattering from NPs due to background signals.

The generation of a PTB occurs in three phases (Fig. 14). First, a NP is activated by a laser pulse, resulting in the generation of heat. Second, there is thermal diffusion around the NP to surrounding medium, forming a thin vapor layer due to evaporation. Finally, the PTB expands to its peak diameter, and then collapses. The vapor–liquid border of the PTB creates a gradient of the refractive index, with the scattering efficiency and lifetime of the PTB determined by its diameter. Upon aggregation of AuNPs in cancer cells and laser pulse activation, the intracellular gold acts as a heat source and generates transient PTBs in the surrounding medium. The optical and mechanical characteristics of PTBs are size- and lifetime-dependent, as illustrated in Fig. 15. Lukianova-Hleb et al. suggest that PTB diameters <300 nm are non-invasive imaging probes, 500–1000 nm PTBs produce localized reversible destruction, and 1–10 μm microbubbles result in mechanical destruction of target cells by disrupting the cell membrane due to their rapid expansion and collapse. The membrane disruption effect has also been utilized for selective gene transfection, where hydrodynamic injection was performed through the transient rupture that emerges during the PTB collapse.

Lukianova-Hleb et al. used 50 nm gold spheres conjugated with anti-EGFR C225 in vitro, and exposed cells to a single pump laser pulse (532 nm, 0.5 ns). They then measured optical scattering and PTB lifetime after exposure to a probe laser (690 nm, 0.5 ns). These in vitro cell studies elucidated the threshold nature of PTBs. That is, the laser fluence level used was sufficient for PTB generation only around the larger NP clusters, with no PTB generation seen in smaller clusters or single NPs. Thus, NP clustering can improve the specificity of the PTBs. The in vitro study also demonstrated the ability to tune the PTBs from non-invasive imaging to invasive therapy. The first laser pulse allowed researchers to detect the PTB with

FIGURE 14. PNB cell theranostic with multi-stage tunable PNB: (a) cell is targeted with NP-antibody conjugates and intracellular NP clusters are formed through the receptor-mediated endocytosis, (b) the first (diagnostic) PNB provides the data on a cell and allows one to determine the parameters of the next laser pulse, (c) the second PNB delivers mechanical impact (cell damage though membrane disruption is shown) and this action is guided through the increased optical scattering (red arrows) of the second PNB; the PNB is tuned by varying the fluence of the pump pulse (green arrows). Reprinted with permission from Lacerda et al.41

FIGURE 15. Tunability and guidance of the biological effects of PNBs: PNB diameter determines specific biological action and optical signal, while the pump pulse parameters determine the PNB diameter. Reprinted with permission from Hu et al.31
almost 10-fold improvement in scattering relative to NPs, while the second pulse at an increased fluence (1.76 J/cm²) resulted in brighter PTB scattering amplitude (290 times compared to NPs) and longer lifetime, with cellular disruption and formation of blebbing bodies seen 30–60 s after exposure.

Wagner et al. performed in vivo characterization of the PTBs in a zebrafish model hosting prostate xenografts using 60 nm gold spheres. Three conditions of zebrafish (NP+ and NP– xenografts, and ungrafted negative control) were exposed to a single pump laser pulse (pulse fluence of 125 mJ/cm²) to observe localization of the cells by measuring optical scattering and darkfield fluorescence by the NPs and PTBs. When the pump laser pulse fluence was increased to 175 mJ/cm², targeted cancer cells in the NP+ xenograft were destroyed (Fig. 16), while the other two conditions were not and after 7 days, the NP treated zebrafish were still alive.89

A probe of such large diameter as PNBs (up to 200–500 nm) could never be delivered into cells without compromising their viability, however PTBs can be temporally generated non-invasively. With further optimization of laser fluence to meet the ANSI safety standard of 20 mJ/cm², PTBs may warrant further in vivo cancer studies in a clinically relevant animal model such as mice. However, changing the pulse laser to an NIR wavelength is vital before this approach can be expanded upon in order to increase penetration depths, which will be necessary for in vivo applications since very little tissue penetration will occur at 532 nm due to absorbance. Even after such alterations to the PNB design, this type of therapy may only prove applicable to superficial tumors.49

### POLYMERIC NANO PARTICLE COMPOSITES

A more recent theranostic strategy has developed wherein the metal properties of NPs are coupled with thermally responsive polymers. These thermally responsive polymer–metal NP composites have been investigated for cancer therapy by combining the metal NP ability to generate heat with polymeric drug delivery.12,19,28,37,47,90,106,107 Thus, the composite polymeric NPs can be irradiated with light, causing the metal NPs to generate heat, in turn resulting in polymer phase changes that can facilitate chemotherapy by drug release.

Thermally responsive polymers are a type of stimuli responsive smart polymer that exhibit fast and reversible conformational changes in the presence of external stimuli. In general, the conformational changes are a variation between hydrophilic and hydrophobic conformations as a result of changing chain arrangements.20 The mechanism behind the conformational changes of thermally responsive polymers begins at the polymer’s lower critical solution temperature (LCST). At the LCST, water molecules favorably form hydrogen bonds with the polar chain groups, resulting in swelling. As temperatures increase, the water moves away from the chains into the bulk solution, causing the polymer chains to collapse onto themselves.75,76

NPs that have been used in conjunction with thermally responsive polymers include solid Au NPs, GGS NPs, gold silica NPs, gold nanorods and superparamagnetic iron oxide NPs. Different methods have been used to synthesize and embed NPs within thermally responsive polymers. Langer et al. for example created a poly[N-isopropylacrylamide] (PNIPAAm) template by using both N,N-methylene bis-acrylamide (MBAAm) and N,N-cystamine bis-acrylamide (CBAAm) containing disulfide bridges which can bind AuNPs. Zhao et al. prepared gold encapsulated IPN-pNIPAAm nanogels in a two step process consisting of monolayer growth, followed by polymerization and crosslinking.107 Li et al. synthesized poly(styrene-b-N-isopropylacrylamide) micelles and bound AuNPs to the surfaces.47 Each of these approaches illustrates how
hybrid polymer NPs vary widely from system to system.

In order to take advantage of the thermally responsive polymer properties, drug encapsulation is often incorporated in the design. An example of polymer NP composites for photothermal therapy utilized by Yang et al. consists of a thermally responsive poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) matrix containing doxorubicin (DOX) and a gold outer layer, as illustrated in Fig. 17. This nanosystem was tested on epithelial cancer cells by targeting the over expressed EGFR receptor. Laser irradiation with 820 nm NIR light at 15 W/cm² intensity for 10 min facilitated a controlled ‘burst’ release of the DOX from the softened PLGA matrix, enhancing the photothermal effect. Despite the positive in vitro results, further in vivo testing of this multifunctional nanoplatform will be necessary before it is capable of producing cumulative cytotoxicity in tumors. Additionally, the DOX-loaded PLGA NPs are around 80 nm before the final gold layer is even formed, which is on the larger range of desired diameters.

Recently, Cheng et al. developed a nanosystem consisting of polymer NP composites. Poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) NPs encapsulating Taxol were functionalized with Fe₃O₄ NPs that were then covered with quantum dots (QDs) and Au nanorods. This nanosystem was the first of its kind tested in in vitro and in vivo models. Furthermore, experimental data showed that photothermal destruction using 808 nm laser at an intensity of 30 W/cm² for 7 min in conjunction with chemotherapy is more effective than either therapy alone. This system was used as a contrast agent for MRI, but only preliminary image results were published. More work is still needed in developing the diagnostic and imaging components of this nanosystem. Overall, polymer NP composite structures are a promising theranostic agent for cancer therapy but are still in the very early stages of in vitro and in vivo development.

COPPER-BASED NANOCRYSTALS

While NPs encompass the group of amorphous or semicrystalline nanostructures, nanomaterials that are single crystalline are referred to as nanocrystals. Nanocrystals tend to be smaller than other nanostructures at < 100 nm and as such, metal nanocrystals exhibit different properties than their larger nanoparticle counterparts. Recently, copper-based nanocrystals have gained interest due to their potential as a biocompatible replacement for cadmium-based
nanocrystals in applications such as contrast agents and in vivo cancer imaging. Two such nanocrystals are copper selenide (Cu$_2$Se) and copper sulfide (CuS). Interestingly, the NIR absorption of these particles is different from gold and other plasmonic particles we have discussed. While AuNP absorption is primarily a result of SPR, copper-based particle absorption is a combined effect from energy band–band transitions of the Cu$^{2+}$ ions as well as SPR bands. Due to this property, the absorption wavelength of CuS and Cu$_2$Se is less affected by particle size, while the absorption intensity is highly affected by particle size due to quantum size confinement. As such, for small sizes, the absorbance is very large due to the confinement of bound excitons, while extending farther in the NIR range than other comparably sized plasmonic NPs that are difficult to obtain with a peak absorption $>850$ nm. Another advantage is that the absorption peak is less dependent of the surrounding solvent’s dielectric constant, unlike with gold nanostructures whose plasmon absorption peak shifts depending on the surrounding matrix.

Cu$_2$Se nanocrystals are one class of copper nanocrystals that exhibit NIR optical absorption. Synthesis of Cu$_2$Se particles uses a colloidal hot injection method followed by coating with amphiphilic polymer for biocompatibility. This process involves arrested precipitation in a hot solution of copper chloride and selenourea in oleylamine, followed by coating with a poly(maleic anhydride) polymer with carboxylic acid groups and oleylamine side chains. As a result of the amphiphilic polymer coating, micelles are formed in water, which protect the Cu$_2$Se nanocrystals by encapsulating them. Including the polymer coating, the nanoparticles have a hydrodynamic diameter of 39 nm. The Cu$_2$Se particles transfer heating at a photothermal conversion efficiency of 22% when irradiated with a laser tuned to 800 nm, which is reported to be comparable to Au NRs and nanoshells. The NIR absorbance peak at 970 nm, shown in Fig. 18, is attributed to a combined plasmon and interband transition effect. In in situ and in vitro laser photothermal therapy of colorectal cancer cells, significant cell death was observed in the presence of Cu$_2$Se nanocrystals when cells were irradiated at an intensity of 30 W/cm$^2$ for 5 min. A possible limitation of these Cu$_2$Se nanocrystals is their small hydrodynamic diameter, which can result in unfavorable clearance in vivo. However, this issue could be addressed by the addition of nonimmunogenic targeting moieties such as proteins or antibodies in order to enhance their ability to stay in blood circulation for prolonged periods of time. These biomolecules can potentially be functionalized on the distal carboxyl groups.

CuS nanocrystals are another emerging class of nanoparticles that exhibit NIR optical absorption. The synthesis proceeds by reacting CuCl$_2$ and thioacetic acid in the presence of thioglycolic acid (TGA) for stabilization of the particles. In addition to the facile and quick synthesis, the cost of the synthesis is significantly less expensive than gold. While 1 mol of CuS particles costs $330, 1 mol of Au atoms costs $52,200. Li et al. produced 3 nm diameter CuS using this process, with d–d transition peaks (and maximal absorption) at 900 nm. The laser used in Li et al.’s study was a CW diode laser. In vitro studies of the CuS nanocrystals were evaluated in a cervical cancer cell line, since NIR light can be used colposcopically clinically. The cells were exposed to 384 $\mu$M CuS and then irradiated at 808 nm at an intensity of 24 or 40 W/cm$^2$ for 5 min, or 64 W/cm$^2$ for 3 min. At 24 h post-laser irradiation, substantial cell death was observed. With higher output intensities, the region of cell death expanded beyond the laser spot size that indicates heat transfer to neighboring cells. As shown in Fig. 19, cell viability was 55.6% for 24 W/cm$^2$ and decreased to 21.2% at 40 W/cm$^2$, and finally 12.2% at 64 W/cm$^2$ laser intensity for 3 min exposure. In addition to laser intensity, the viability is also shown to be a function of CuS concentration. However, the laser intensity used in this study is too high to be translated in vivo at this point. As such, further optimization must occur. In order to move forward to in vivo studies, the photothermal conversion efficiency of the particles must be increased. One strategy is to coat the particles with zinc sulfide shells, since this would further confine excitons and increase the heating efficiency. Another approach is to simply switch to a 900 nm laser since the absorbance of CuS at 900 nm is stronger than 808 nm by a factor of 1.5.
Radioisotope passivated CuS particles have been synthesized recently to allow for noninvasive in vivo imaging in conjunction with PTT, and were shown to exhibit theranostic abilities in vivo. Zhou et al. utilized $^{64}$Cu radioisotope due to its decay properties that facilitate PET imaging and radiotherapy. They developed a synthesis process where $^{64}$CuCuS particles were synthesized without the need to chelate $^{64}$Cu to the CuS particles. This was accomplished by reacting $^{64}$CuCl$_2$ with CuCl$_2$ followed by SH-PEG addition and then sodium sulfide was added and the reaction proceeded overnight. This process produced larger particles than previously reported due to the addition of PEG, at around 11 nm, which is still much smaller than conventional plasmonic NPs. In addition to the small size of the particles, they absorb strongly in the NIR region and can be utilized for image-guided PTT. This was illustrated in human glioblastoma xenografts in a mouse model, with high uptake of the PEG–$^{64}$CuCuS seen in the tumor, visualized in Fig. 20. The tumor was irradiated with 808 nm light at 12 W/cm$^2$ for 5 min. Intratumoral injections of the particles resulted in ~100% necrotic area, while intravenous injection resulted in ~70% necrosis. While the cell death was extensive, there is still a clinical need to decrease the laser power in order to minimize damage to healthy tissues through heat transfer. Future work in theranostic $^{64}$CuCuS particles will also focus on specific targeting moieties to increase tumoral accumulation and thus PTT efficiency.

SUMMARY

Several unique nanostructures show great promise in theranostic applications of photothermal therapy for cancer treatment compared to conventional plasmonic-based gold nanoparticle approaches. These agents include HGNs, gold nanocages, GGS NPs, SWNTs, TiO$_2$ NTs, PTBs, polymeric NPs, and Cu-based nanocrystals. While these nanostructures are distinct, they have several properties in common. That is, they...
are unique photoabsorbing agents that can be employed in conjunction with lasers in the NIR range in order to enhance imaging and photothermal effects and improve specificity in cancer treatment. More experimental studies are needed to further evaluate a number of variables such as particle concentration, laser power density and laser duration. Researchers anticipate the success of these unique approaches in clinical stages upon further optimization of parameters.
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